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7
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
March 3, 1970
To:

All Members of the Faculty

John N. Durrie, Secretary

From:

Subject:

March Meeting of University Faculty

The next meeting of the University Faculty will be held on Tuesday,
March 10, at 3: 30 .E...:..!!l· in the Kiva.
The agenda will include the following items;

1.

Election of a Vice Chairman of the voting Faculty for
1970-71.

2.

Election of a Secretary of the voting Faculty for 1970-73 .

3.

Election of a member-at-large of the Policy Committee to
serve for a term of two years, 1970-72.

4.

Elec~ion of a faculty representative to the Administrative
Committee to serve for a term of three years, 1970-73.

5•

Nominations to fill ten vacancies on the Academic Freedom
and Tenure Committee for 1970-71 as follows: five regular
members for two-year terms and five alternates for one-year
terms.
{NOTE: The Academic Freedom and Tenure Policy has the following to say about nominations: "Nominations shall be made
from the floor at the regular meeting preceding the election
me~ting. Additional names may be placed in nomination by
written petition signed by five members of the voting Faculty
presented to the Faculty Secretary at least ten d~ys before
the scheduled election meeting (presumably on April 14).
The agenda for the election meeting shall contain the names
and departments of all nominees . . . • (Nominees) shall be
melru?e~s of the Votipg Faculty with tenure (o~ ~hos 7 tenure
decision date has passed without adverse notificati~n). · · ·
For the purpose of this section, members of the Voting
Faculty shall include neither departmental chairmen nor
others designated as ex-officio members of the Voting
Faculty in Art. I, sec. l(b) of the Faculty constitution.
Not more than one member of any department shall serve as
a regular member or an alternate on the committee at the
same time • . • . No regular committee member shall serve
more than two consecutive two-year terms (no o~e on the
.
Facu~t¥ is ineligible for election or re-election under this
provision) . . . . Regular committee members and alternates
should be elected because of their known independence and
~bjectivity and because they can be expected to exercise an
informed judgment concerning the teaching and research
qualifications of other faculty members.")

/

6.

Annual Report of the Scholarships, Prizes, Loans, and
High School Relations Committee, as required in the state
ment of Committee functions -- Professor Sam Smith.
(Statement attached.)

7.

Annual Report of Athletic Council, as required in the state
ment of Council functions -- Professor Daub .
(Statement
will be distributed at meeting.)

8.

Recommendation for the establishment of a Department of
Orthopedic Surgery in the School of Medicine -- Dean Stone
(Statement attached.)

9.

Recommendation of Associate of Science degree in Dental
Hygiene -- Acting Dean Stahl for the College of Pharmacy.
(Statement attached.)

10.

Recommended policy statement concerning political activi~ies
of UNM faculty members -- Professor Cottrell for the Policy
Committee.
(Statement attached . )

11.

Report of the Curricula committee in Regard to ROTC Programs
at UNM -- Professor Alexander. (Statements by Commi tee and
Capt. Brown attached.)

,lso attached:

Summarized minutes of meeting of February 10, 1970 .

/ ped
Enclosures
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
March 10, 1970
(Summarized Minutes)
The March 10, 1970, meeting of the University Faculty was called to
order by President Heady at 4:08 p.m., with a quorum present.
A motion that representatives of the press be permitted to attend
this meeting was approved.
Dean Wollman was re-elected Vice chairman of the Faculty for 1970-71.

Mr· Durrie was re-elected Secretary of the Faculty for the three-year
term, 1970-7 3.
;rofessor Riley was elected member-at-large of the Policy Committee
or the two-year term, 1970-72.
Professor
·
· · t rative C
. Blum wa s e 1 ected faculty representative
on the Aaminis
was 1°mmittee for the three-year term, 1970-73, and Professor Regener
Co 7tected to complete the balance of Professor Frank's term on the
nuni tee, 1970-71.
The follow·
.
Acad
.
ing persons were nominated to fill ten vacancies
on the
Chre7m~c Freedom and Tenure Committee for 1970-71: Professors
Macc~~d, Cot~rell,. Cox, Drummond, Findley, Green, Hamilton, Ivins,
that thy, Meie7, Riedesel, Schwerin, Wagar, and Walden. It w':1s.noted
name 7 election meeting would be held in , April and that additional
fives might be placed in nomination by written petition signed by
ten dmembers of the Voting Faculty presented to the Secretary at least
ays before the meeting.
Professor
Merk x moved that consideration of the Curricula
.
.
's
report
Committee
agenda on R.O:T.c . programs be advanced to the next position on the
to tabl:nd sa7d that if this motion were approved, he would ~hen move
reconun
the i tern for a month
He explained that he was making these
·
· light
.
· discovery yesterday of an incendiary
·
·
bomb endat ions
in
of the
Press~nder the A. F.R.O.T.c. building.
"This puts a certain kind of
-ana I r:e upox:i ~he faculty in regard to debate of this issm~, '.' he said,
rathe
el 1 t s very important that the debate be not poli ti.cal but
r on the. sub stance of the issues that are in
· the repor t 7 "
Aft
his mot. er discussion, Professor Merkx expressed a wish to withdraw
ion, whereupon the Faculty voted that it be so withdrawn.
Professo
and Hi hr Sam Smith, on behalf of the Scholarships, Pri~es, ~oans,
teportg School Relations committee, presented the committee~ annual
tive t~
required in the Faculty bylaws. Following discussion relaeeting the report, it was moved by Professor Me 7kx that at the next
compreh h7 Faculty elect five members to a committee to prepare . a
lssues 7ns1.ve report on the sources of financial aid and the policy
i.nvolved in their allocation: also to serve on this committee ,

:s

2
. :·

officio, would be the cbairman of the Athletic Council, the chairman of the Scholarships, Prizes, Loans, and High School Relations
committee, and the Dean of the Graduate School. A motion to table
being lost, the following amendment by Professor Rhodes was approved:
that there be an equal number of students on the cornmi ttee -- three
to be designated by the Associated Students of UNM 1 two by the Graduate Student Association. The motion of Professor Merkx, as amended,
was then voted upon and was defeated . Thereupon the Faculty approved
a motion that the Policy Committee be instructed to appoint an ad hoc
committee, including student representatives, to deal with the issues
outlined in Professor Merkx' s motion.
~x

motion by Professor Alpert that the order of the agenda be changed
to discuss and examine the events surrounding the cancellation of
Senator Thurmond' s speech of Wednesday, March 4, was defeated.

A

Professor Daub, chairman of the Athletic Council, presented the
Council's annual report on athletic grants-in-aid, as required by .
Faculty bylaws. After brief discussion, the Faculty approved a motion
that the report not be received by the Faculty until it has been
properly reviewed by the Athletic Council.
Dean Stone, for the School of Medicine recommended the establishment
0 ~ a D7par~ment of Orthopedic surgery.' Discussion conce ning the
7
fi nancial implications of establishing a department was interrupted
by a mot~on to table, which was lost, and by a motion for adjournent, which carried.
The meeting adjourned at 5:30 p.m.
John N. Durrie, Secretary
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
MARCH 10, 1970

i

The March 10, 1970, meeting
the University Faculty
~'l<o~f'.-f>I,
.
was ca 11 e d t o or d er b y President Hea yAwitn a quorum present.
PRESIDENT HEADY
Will the meeting please come to
order? At this meeting, we have a number of elections to
carry out and my suggestion is.1 ~ if there's no objection,
that we take up those matters first before we proceed to
the matters that were carried over from the last meeting or
new at this meeting.
PROFESSOR THORSON
I would like to make a motion
that representatives of the press be admitted to this meeting, please.

Press Permitted to
At tend

HEADY
Is there a second of that motion? It has been
moved and seconded that representatives of the press be admitted to this meeting.

I presume you have knowledge that such representatives are in the vicinity.
THORSON

Yes, I have.

HEADY
Is there debate on the motion? Those in
favor please say "aye"; opposed, no . Motion is carried.
We will now turn to the election of a vice-chairman
of the voting faculty for 1 70 - 1 71.
I will call on the secretary to give you information about the duties of the
Position and election procedures.

.

SECRETARY DURRI~
The Vice Chairman presides at
.
etings in the absence of the President and the Academic
Vice p
k
resident or when the presiding officer wishes to spea
from th
e floor.
The present incumbent is Dean Wollman .
~

~

Nominations are now in order.
Of the

HEADY
Are there nominations for Vice Chairman
Faculty?
THORSON

I would like to nominate Dean Wollman.

Elec ti o n of
Vi c e Ch ai rma n

3-10-70
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Dean Wollman has been nom·nated.
HEADY
other nominations?
FACULTY MEMBER
I move that
the secretary be instructed to cast

Are thee

~~

cease and
ballot.

HEADY
Is there a second to that motion?
hose ·n
favor please say "aye"; opposed, no . Dean Wollman ·s elec d. Is he here to receive this glad news?
Next is election of a secretary ot the votin
for 1970 to '73 .
This is a three-yea term .

y

facu

El c ion o
Sert ry

aDURRIE
~he Secretary prepares agendas (in
tion with the Bresident, Vice Presidents, Cha'r an
Policy Comm· ttee and other cornrni ttees) and arr an e
all meetings.
He attends meetings, assists the pr
office r, makes a record of actions, conducts el c ·
arranges for verbatim minutes to be taken; e pre r s nd
distributes summarized minutes; notifies those ffected by
officia l actions of the Faculty; he maintains
cumul i e
annota ted card index of minutes; prepares an 'nd x f
eac annual volume of minutes and has each volume boun
prepares and distributes the voting facult li
annu lly;
rranges for a Memorial .. inute upon the death of a -faculty
mber .
The present incumbent is John Durr·e.
re now in order.

omination

f>7c~A&'

Mr . President, I woul l'ke to nominate the same secretary who has so ably sered s·nce hortly after World War Two , I think be continued in that posiion .
>
HEADY
John Durrie has been nominated .
other nominees?
FACULTY MEMBER

Are

re

I move the nominations be close.

HEADY
Is there a second to this motion?
inf aver please say "aye"; opposed, no .
oti n
r. Durrie , you are the secretary.

Those
carr·

a.

El c ion o
Next is the election of a member-at-lar e o
he
Poli cy Committee to serve for a term of two year , 19 7 D-' 72 · emb r- tLarge of
DURIE
This election is to replace rofes or
hose t erm expires at the end of th's semester .

n

Polic
co ittee

3-10-70
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The Constitution defines the Committee as follows:
T e Policy Committee is empowered ( 1) to define duties, nominate members, and designate chairmen for the standing
corruni ttees of the University Faculty, subject to consultation wi th the President of the University and c onfirmat ' on
by the voting faculty; (2) to schedule reports from any of
these committees at designated meetings of the Univers'ty
Faculty ; (3) to consider matters of educational policy in
genera l whenever such matters are not appropriate to any
special committee; (4) to consult wi th the administration
in the development of the budget, with special attention to
the policy questions of the distribution of resources ;
(5) to make reports and recommendations direct to the
Universi ty Faculty for action by that body; and (6) to
expres s to the Regents and others Faculty poi.nts of v · w
hen authorized to do so by the voting Faculty.
By peti tion of members of the Faculty, singly or in groups , the
Policy Committee shall serve to represent such members
efore the Regents in any matter believed worthy by that
Commi ttee .
One
The Policy Conuhittee is elected as follows:
ember elected by each of the College Faculties; one member elected by the Graduate Committee; and three membersat-large elected by the Voting Faculty, of whom no more
than two shall. be from any one college.
(Since th carryover members-at-large for next year are both from the
College of Arts and Sciences , this means that the membersat-large to be elected today may not be from the College
f Arts and Sciences . )
Deans -- and this includes ssistant and Associate Deans -- and ex- officio members of the
Facul ty are not eligible to serve on this Committee.
The Constitution states that after completing two
succes sive two- year terms on the Policy Committee, a member
a~ not serve again until two years have elapsed . Under
15 ruling only Professors Alexander, Baca, Cottrell, and
~tah1 are ineligible for this election. Also , of course ,
e Present members of the committee whose terms cont inue
.,roug next year .
Listed on the blackboard is the mem ership of the
Piolicy Corrunittee as presently established for 1970-'71,
nclud ing
·
·
the following whose election
by the · r co 11eg
a~ recently been announced: Business and ~dministrat've
Sc ences, Professor Christman; Engineering , Professor Ju;
w, Professor Utton ; and Medicine , Profe sor Napol'tano.
e Graduate Committee will elect its representative i
the
1 · If there are more than tvo nominees for member- t-la

e

p.
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voting is to be by preferential ballot.
Nominations are now in order.
HEADY

Professor Hersh .

PROFESSOR HERSH
HEADY

Professor Smith.

PROFESSOR SMITH
HEADY

Professor Walker of Law School.

Sarne thing.

Wh

Professor .aB:J.an.
WH

I would like to nominate Pro essor
PROFESSOR
AN
rnold Koschmann from Engineering.
HEADY

Professor McRae.

PROFESSOR MC RAE
I would like to nominate Profes o
Riley of the Department of Architecture.
HEADY
Are there any other nominations?
sor Alexander.
PROFE~§pR ALEXANDER
fesso r Glenn ~an.

Profes-

I would like to nominate Pro-

w,-,

AN
I appreciate my colleague's nomination, but
1 choos e not to run for another term on the Policy Conuni ttee
at this time .
HEADY

icine

Wh

Mr . ~an declines to run .

FACULTY MEMBER

Others?

Professor Scal~tti, School o

1ed-

HEADY
Are there other nominations? If not, we will
Proceed to vote .
we will have a preferential ballot; is that
orrect?
DURRIE
out Written - HEADY

That ' s correct,

r. President .

We v·11

Do you have furt er instructions?

Everyone should ha ea little packet o
DURRIE
llots . ~ ow I would like to put these ·n alphabet'cal
rde r . Please' list all of the nominees on you ballot

as

3-10-70
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lp abetically just as they are here, I trust, indicating
your preference by a number following each name.
In order for your vote to be valid, there must be a
numbe r after the name of every nominee .
Is this clear?
FACULTY MEMBER

What's the best number?

DURRIE
The best number is one. After all the ballot
are in, these will be counted in my office tomorrow and if
someone had every first place vote they would win, you see.
So , it's like golf, the low scorP. wins.
HEADY
Do you all have ballots? Be sure to pu all
four names and put a number after each name, one, two, thre
or four.
DURRIE
In case you can't read these, Koschmann,
Riley , Scal~tti and Walker.
FACULTY MEMBER

May we have these people stand?

HEADY
Yes, those who are here.
I think that woul
be appropriate .
Professor Koschmann is here, I t ink.
You
are not asking for campaign speeches or anythin like t
?
FACULTY MEMBER

No.

HEADY
Professor Riley here? He is not here.
Doctor Scal-ti tti here? He is not here.
Professor Waker?
e is here .
FACULTY MEMBER

Thank you .

HEADY
Please pass your ballots to the ends of the
: 1 ~le , ends
the r ow .
Has everyone voted and turned 'n .
allot? We have one or two who came in late that ares 111
orking with them .
.

of

ext is election of a faculty representative to the
inistrative Committee to serve for a term of three years.
DURRIE
This election is to replace Professor or
ose term expires at the end of this se ester . And erhaps,
oo , the Faculty would like to elect another member 'n place
0
Professor Frank whose elected term ran from 1968 to
97
y ou I 11 recall that the Adm1n1stra
' '
t 'ive Comm '
e
as
be replaced by the proposed Uni ers · ty C ora · nat · ng

3-10-70
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committee, but until such a committee is made official, the
Admini strative Committee is still specified in the Faculty
Constitution. The present carry- over member for next year
is Professor Marvin May .
To quote the Constitution, "The Administrative Committee is appointed by the President (with thee ·ception of
the three elected faculty members) to perform such duties
as he may prescribe . 11 If there are more than two nominees,
the vote is to be by· preferential ballot, as before.
Nominations are in order.
HEADY
As the secretary has pointed out, this is
not the most active of committees and I don't predjct a
great future for it, but as long as we have the committee
I think we should elect members to it and it will be some
time before we decide what replacement to make for this
cornrni ttee .

bers .

Are there nominations?
Professor Smith .

PROFESSOR SMITH
sor Howarth, Physics .
PROFESSOR HOWARTH
on leave next year .

You need to elect two mem-

I would like to nominate Profes-

I must decline because I will be

HEADY
In other cases we might take that very serious ly, but maybe i t qualifies you very well! Professor
Thorson .
THORSON

Professor Mori .

PROFESSOR MORI

I can't serve a second term.

ve can't continue
HEADY
That's another problem .
a Person whose term is just expiring. Professor erkx.
PROFESSOR MERKX
egener .

R

DURRIE
rig t now .

I would like to nominate Professor

He is on leave and can't defend himsel

HEADY
Are there other nominations? We need two
nominees . Anyone else on leave anyone can th'nk of?

3-10-70
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FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

13
Professor '1lum~.

13

Professor ,9lu~ has been nominated.

FACULTY MEMBER
I move nominations be closed and
these two people be elected by acclamation.
FACULTY MEMBER

I second the motion.

HEADY
This motion has been made and seconded. All
t hose in favor please say "aye". Opposed, no. The motion
i s car ried.
DURRIE
Does anyone care which of the two terms
these two people occupy? I assume not .
We will leave that to the discreti on of t h e
Now , we h ave
secretary or the flip of a coin or wh a tever.
nominations to f i ll ten vacancies on t h e Academic Fre e do m
and Tenure Committee for 1970-'71 , five regular memb ers f o r
two-year terms and five alternates for one-year terms .
HEADY

I'll ask the secretary to explain further about th is .
To save time, I will only repeat a part o f
DURRIE
what is in the agenda about these nominations, al l o f whi c h
is quoted from the Academic Freedom and Tenure Pol i c y :
"(nominees) shall be members of the voti n g Faculty
w~th tenure (or those whose tenure decision date has passed
without adverse notification)
For the pu r pose o f this
section, members of the voting Faculty shall include ne i ther
departmental chairmen nor others designated as ex of f ic i o
members of the voting Faculty in Article I, Section 1, (b)
of the Faculty Constitution
Not more than one member of
any department shall serve ;s a regular member or an alterna te on the Cornrni t tee at the same time . "
·
Since the holdover members are from Electrical Eng i nee r i ng, English Mathematics and Politi cal Science, no
nomi nations
.
'
of people
in these' departments may be made. The
rul es also say that no regular committee member shall serve
more than two consecutive two-year terms.
Under this r ulin g ,
no memb ers of the faculty are ineligible,
·
· ·
· 1 u d 1ng
·
th e me minc
b
· , ng.
ers an d alternates whose present terms are expiri

'

st·
Listed on the blackboard is t h e Committee as conf i tuted for the present academic year.
The terms o f P ro,; ~sor Davis, Dubois , Hoyt , and Karni extend through 1970se ' and the terms of the others expire at the end o f t hi s
mester.

Nominations
for Academic
Freedom and
Tenure Committee,
197 0-71

3- 10 - 70
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Now, I have also indicated to the right1 to repeat
what I said earlier, those who are ineligible, people in
English, Mathematics, Political Science, Electrical Engineering, persons without tenure, deans, chairmen and exofficio members of the Faculty .
Nominations are now in order and I would suggest
that more than the required ten be nominated to compensate
for any duplications within a department or for those not
having tenure, and we will check these matters in my office
prior to the election meeting next month .
In making nominations please give the name of the department as well as
the person's name.
HEADY

Professor Rhodes.

PROFESSOR RHODES
I would like to nominate Profes sor Cottrell of Ci vi 1 Engineering .
HEADY

Professor Howarth .

HOWARTH
I would like to nominate Professor Green
of the Physics Department .
HEADY

Professor Davis .

PROFESSOR DAVIS
HEADY

That was mine .

Professor Merkx.

MERKX
I would like to nominate Professor Wagar of
the History Department and
of the Sociology Department.

Mfer

HEADY

Professor Wolf .

I would like to nominate Professor
PROFESSOR WOLF
Hamilton of the Economics Department.
HEADY

Professo r Barnett.

PROFESSOR BARNETT
I would like to nominate Professor Walden of the School of Law .
HEADY

Ye s , Professon Lang .

PROFESSOR LANG
HEADY

Professor Cox, Chemical Engineering.

Professor Thorson .

3-10- 70
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THORSON
HEADY

Professor Riedesel of Biology.
Yes, sir.

FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

Professor Solomon of Physiolo y.

Professor Hersh.

PROFESSOR HERSH

Professor Hirshfield of Education.

PROFESSOR HtRSHFIELD

I am not eligible .

.

HEADY
Professor H;rshfield says he is not eljg'ble and I assume he is right, but on what grounds?
J,,
I am not tenur~.

HERSHFIELD
HEADY

Professor Cottrell .

PROFESSOR COTTRELL
I would like to nominate Professor Ivins from Secondary Education.
HEADY

.in.

Professor Davis .
SchmidtDAVIS
Professor •Smi t1r of Philosophy.
s::ftf11 tJ> T
PROFESSOR <Jft:Hm
I am not eligible . I am a chairCOTTRELL

reen .

HEADY

So is Solomon .

We will have to cross off Solomon.

PROFESSOR GREEN
ducation .
HEADY
DURRIE

MERKx
of Biology .

HEADY

,rum ,,,cn.<fJ

Professor •Crw,a11.HT of Elementary

Is he eligible for immediate re-elect'on?
That's correct, yes .

FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

r.

Fred Chreist oft e Speech Dep rtm nt .

Professor Merkx .
I would like to nominate Professor Findley

Any other nominations?

Professor Wolf?

3-10-70
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PROFESSOR WOLF
HEADY

Mr. Schwerin, Anth ropology .

Professor Drummond.

PROFESSOR DRUMMOND
Languages.

Professor MacCu rdy of Mod ern

HEADY
Let me run over t h e list of nomi n ees t h at
we have so if anybody has been skipped on my list o r on t h e
board we can rectify it.
Professor Cottre l l, Civi l Eng i neering ; Professor .Green, Phys i cs; Profess o r Wa g ar, Hi story; Professor
Sociology; Profess o r Hamilt on,
Economi cs; Professor Wal d e n , La w; Professor Cox, Ch e mi cal
Engineering; Professor Riedese l , Biology ; Pro f ess o r Ivi ns ,
Secondary Education ; Professor Drummond, Ele mentary Educa t ion ;
Professor Chreist, Speech; Professor Findley, Biol ogy; Pro fessor Schwerin, Anth ropology; Professor MacCurdy , Modern
Languages .

Mf~r,

Are there any further nomination s?
tions are closed.

If not, nomina-

DORRIE
You will all be sent the l i st o f nomi nees
and these will come up for election at t h e Apri l meeting .
COTTRELL
Mr . Chairman, could we a l so remind t h e
fa culty again that additional nomination s are poss ible by
Petition .
DURRIE

That' s true .

HEADY
Before we proceed, Professor Merkx h as
asked me fo r the floor.
I will recognize h im .

r would like to make a procedural mo t ion
MERKX
wt?ich is debatable .
I would like to make a pro cedural mo1
.
.
. on for changing the agenda of the meeting . That motion
l s debatable and if it passes I will mak e anoth er motion
1
Wh '
lch will not be debatable.
I am going to suggest that we mo v e the cons ide r ation
~; the R.O . T.C. item to be next and then I a m go i ng t o move
t a that is voted by the Faculty, then I will move t h a t we
ble that item for a month for the followi ng reason s and
!ywould l i ke to explain why I am doing t hi s before I ma k e
Procedural motion .
HEADY

r

would suggest, since you are going to make

Discussion
about Moving
Position of
ROTC Item on
the Agenda

3-10- 70
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the motion, let's get that motion made and seconded and
tnen you can open the debate on that motion.
MERKX
I move that the consideration of item eleven
on the agenda be moved up for consideration at the present
time .
HEADY
Is there a second on this motion? The motion is to change the order of the agenda by takin up as
t e next order of business i tern eleven on the agenda, which
is the report of the Curricula Committee in regard to R . O. T . C .
progr ams at the University of ew Mexico .
The motion has been made and seconded.
MERKX
I wish to make perfectly clear that ' f th's
motion is passed, I will then move to table considerat·on
of the Curricula Committee a resolution until a r epor
until the next faculty meeting, for a month.
I am doinq so
ecaus e yesterday a bomb was found underneath the R.O.T.C.
building and I am very upset about that because I feel th
that puts a certain kind of pressure upon the faculty in r gard to debate of this issue and I feel it's very importan
int is issue that the debate be not political but r th r
on the substance of the issues that are in the report.

I don't know whether the bomb was put there by 1 ting extremists as a means of trying to pressure the faclty or whether it was put there by right-wing extremists
5 a means of discrediting people on the left.
In either case , I think the position of the Faculty
be perfectly clear that we are not going to have
0 r deliberations on this report influenced by that kind
of inci
· · dent.
·
That when we consider the issues,
we wi· 11 b e
con sidering
·
·
them in terms of their substantive merits
an d
ot in terms of the impact of acts of violence that mi ht
be trying to influence our deliberations ·
• 0 Uld

ow, we have a number of other items on the a enda
nd 1 don't think that today we could in any cas
ake up
con sideration
·
of the R.O . T.C . report, but I su gest tha t
ertheless take this report, put it next on t e agenda.
d ten table it to next month to make it perfectly plan
at we are going to consider this matter in our own s•eet
e and we are not going to be influenced by any acts of
ressu re or violence which take place outside o the fac 1 y.

3-10-70
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HEADY

Mr. Smith .
.s, £,
PROFESSORASMITH
Mr. Presinen, I haven particular
objection to Professor Merkx's proposal. However, I su gest
that at this time, as he points out, we don't knov who planted the bomb .
A month from now we might know . That, indeed,
ight be more prejudicial.
HEADY

Professor Cottrell.

COTTRELL
I would like to also comment tha if the
bomb had been a deliberate attempt by one extreme or the other,
then we have already fallen for this by changing our agenda.
I feel that i t would be wrong of this Faculty to assume
that it was either a left-wing or right-wing extremis .
It
might be a recently discharged engineer from the Sand'a
Corporation , for all we know.
It might be a nut and I really feel that we should
go ahead and consider this in order .
I am opposed to th
motion of changing the agenda.
If, at f've-thirty v get
~rough item ten and have not considered eleven, it would
be very reasonable and perfectly within our order of procedre to postpone it until next month; otherwise, I think we
should go ahead with discussion today.
HEADY

Doctor Thorson.

THORSON
I would like to support the motion on the
f~oor to change the agenda, but to oppose the subsequent motion Which has been proposed to table it . I think we cold
~tobably keep our cool and handle ourselves vithout feel ng -- I don ' t feel terribly pressured one way or anoth r
Y the events of yesterday .
.
I am sorry they happened, but I don't feel they will
lnfluence my decision on this matter .
0~

Debate is on the motion to change the order
the HEADY
agenda .
Is there any further discussion on that
tion? Professor Wolf .
WOLF
I talked with Professor erkx about th's be.the meeti ng and I agree probably 'th his ~osit'on.
hink Professor Cottrell was correct.
ve don
knov
is, whether it's right wing or left wing or m'ddle

I think we should indicate by this positive ac ion
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that we disapprove of this type of activity and we wil l
not be pressured.
I think in all likelihood, if we leave
the agenda like i t is, we wouldn't get to it and we will
postpone i t by default.
HEADY

Professor Cottrell.

COTTRELL
If we must postpone it by default, le t's
do it that way rather than changing our agenda at this time
to bring it up.
I would like to point out that despite the
current urgency of looking at this question because, after
all, the Faculty charged the Curricula Committee with the
report a month earlier .
The report is a month late. We have a number of
other reports in the agenda that also are running quite
late in the academi~ year.
I wou ld like to leave this in
the place on the agenda and if we don't get to it, then we
will consider i t next month.

I don't feel it dese~ve s the consideration of being
moved in the agenda.
HEADY

eProfessor Rothenb~rg.
ft

PROFESSOR ROTHENBIRG
I would like to go beyond Gil
Merkx and say, in the last three weeks since this Faculty
has met, there have been numerous acts of vio lence and
intimidations.
We have had the march of the Brown Berets on the student body. We have had bricks thrown through the windows
0
~ faculty members.
we have had a United States Senator,
With Whom I happen not to agree ~ , shouted down and a
fel low member of the audience age seventy-two , engaged in
a Violent debate with hoodlum~.
non- . I didn't appreciate that. We have had a so-called
violent demonstration turning almost deliberately into
: confrontation between an audience and some twelve hoodlums.
e have now gotten to a bomb.
t
Now, I am asking when will you consider these ma tders as a faculty of wh~t to do about it? Wi ll it take one
w~ad
student, two fired professors? What wil l i t take, three
1 ndow
s, one baby smashed on the head?
thi s

I mean not to consider just these matters now, but
Whole climate of violence . You call yourself academic
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people skilled in the use of words. Then, I think one should
not use words so lightly as I have heard in this meeting.
I
have heard revolution, power to the people and so on.
I suggest that we stop now, do consider Professor
Merkx's agenda and consider what we can do to de-escalate
the violence at this University so we can consider academic
matters in the Nazi state of the world .
Generally, I would like to support Merkx's motion ,
both the first and the promised second, but stop the proceedings at this point to discuss this who le situation of
hate, violence and distrust that is going on in the faculty.
HEADY

Professor Alexander .

I would like to second Profes PROFESSOR ALEXANDER
sor Cottrell's proposal that we leave the item where it is
on the agenda.
I have no objection to bringing i t up, but
I don't see more objection to postponing it on account of
the events on the campus.
I don't think this body is the kind of body that is
?oing to be moved -- I hope it isn't; I have always assumed
it wasn ' t -- by terrorism and acts of violence. I think we
are perfectly sane, cool, reliable people and we can dis cuss anything academically any time we want to.
HEADY
Let me remind you that the vote is on the
mo~ion to change the agenda. From the debate already, it's
quite obvious that however people vote on this it's going
t~ be with different expectations as to what happens later
~lther on Mr. Merkx's motion or when we get to this later
in the agenda.
I would suggest that we ought to dispose of this motion before very much more debate or we won't get anything
else done this afternoon. Mr . Merkx .
MERKX
I just discussed putting in this motion with
really one person before coming here today and I must con;ess I am persuaded I think 1 by Professor Cottrell and Proessor Alexander, that maybe the best way of showing that
We are above this is not to respond to it after all, in
Which case I guess I'm changing horses in mid-stre am, that
maybe my way of showing that we are above it is not as good
as their way .
~ow, I guess procedurally this means that I guess I
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,1ill vote against my motion to reschedule it.
HEADY
You can withdraw your motion if you want to.
That would be the simplest way .
MERKX

I will withdraw i t, then .

PROFESSOR EUBANK
There i s no such thing as a maker
of a mo tion withdrawing his motion when it has been given
to the assembly. Only the assemb ly can withdraw a mot on
once it' s made .
HEADY

otion .

The parliamentarian has spoken.

FACULTY MEMBER

I move to table the motion.

FACULTY MEMBER

I second it .

HEADY
There is a motion to table Mr . erkx'
That is in order .
It is not deb table.

PROFESSOR EUBANK
That's not ri h t.
If there's no
objection to tabling or withdrawing the motion, th t
s f n;
but , if any person objects, it h as to be voted on.
HEADY
All right .
Is there any objection to Professo r Merkx' s suggestion that we withdraw his mot· on?
Hearing no objection, that motion is no longer befo e us.
ls that correct, Mr. Parliamentarian?
EUBANK

That's all right .

Annual Report
HEADY
We will now proceed with the a enda a
s,
of Schol rdis tributed . Next is the annual report of the Scholarsh'
ship, Pri
Pri zes, Loans and High School Relations Committee as reLo n ,
nd
q i red in the statement of committee functions.
ProfesHi h School
sor Sam Smith .
R lat · on
committ
SA~
.
PROFESSOR.,._SMITH
Mr . President, enclosed l.n the
e da today is the scholarship report from the Scholar h'
Co ittee and Mr. McDonald fro~ the Student id Departmen
ana myself will try to answer any questions tha you may
Ve ,

HEADY
Are there any questions or cornrn-nts on t
eport which appears in the material that wa distribu ed
0 You right
after the agenda? Pro essor Wi lliam.
FACULTY MEMBER

I was trying to be recognized before .
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I don't know whether I can be recogn'zed now .
HEADY

I'm sorry.

I did not realize at any point

FACULTY MEMBER
I would like to move Professor
erkx's motion because I am not persuaded, as he is, tha
we should drop the debate at this point.
HEADY
Why didn ' t you object when I asked 'f there
were any objections?
FACULTY MEMBER

I tried to, but I am way up he e.

HEADY
I wish you would have used your vocal cods,
that's what I wish.
FACULTY MEMBER
Maybe I should ha e, but I would
like to move his motion .
HEADY
All right .
I think since I failed to see
you and I was listening rather than looking at th
time,
if there's 'If£ objection we will go back to Professor erkx'
otion. Is there any further debate on it?
. PROFESSOR VA~RABER
Mr . President, I move the mo ion
be withdrawn .
That's legal, r. President .
HEADY
be withdrawn .
EUBANK
HEADY

It's been moved and seconded that the mo ion
Is that a debatable m tion?
Yes, i t is debatable.
Is there debate on this motion?

If no ,

e

i l l vote on the motion to withdraw. r. Merkx ' s motion.

l'~ose in favor please say
lthdrawn .

II

aye 11 ;

opposed no .

The motion is

We wi ll now revert to the Scholarship Committee'
report . Are there any questions or comments on it?
r.
Dresser .

an

MR . VAN DRESSER
Under column one, Univers'ty an
Ponsored scholarship program, does that include the su ary
Of athletic grants-in-aid?
HEADY

r . Smith?
Do you want to respond,
s/t;t)
PROFESSOR SMITH
i
No, that doesn' . Th
Port .
A

a s

a ate
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HEADY
Any further questions or comments? I think
there is no action needed on the report.
Dean Springer.
DEAN S~RINGER
Mr . President, year after year I e
p and we go through this and claim that it sort of misre resents a little bit the financial aid situation, p rticula
ly the second page.
If we are going to talk about a summary of all fjn ncial aid, I think something has to be said about the oth
parts of the University that also engage in this wor hy ctivity of aiding the students and I amp epa ed to s i
down
to try and coordinate this so when this particular commi e ,
hich has no control over graduate medical school, possi ly
law school financial aid, makes its report that th r
c n
be some reference made to the overall picture or j t be clarified that this is undergraduate and not graduate.
I also wish to point out that there's a gri vous
spelling error on that second paqe where i t says d'spe s ent, which should be spelled, d - i-s-b-u-r-s-e-m-e-n- .
HEADY

There are some suggestions for

h

comm

e.

RHODES
Mr . President, I would l'ke to ask if you
now the extent to which the Athletic Bolicy Cornrn'ttee part·c~pites in the preparation of this or the extent to wh'ch thi
15 submitted to i t for review, preliminary to be'n
submjtted to the whole faculty?
HEADY

The Athletic Council?

Yes • This does come from the
. RHODES
ommittee, doesn't it?

C

thlet·c

HEADY
No .
This comes from the Committee on Sc olarships, Prizes, Loans and High School Relations.
It's a
di~ferent faculty committee than the Athletic Council and
f 15 r port does not deal , as was said a inute ago, ith
inancial aid to athletes .
Mr . Drummond.

7

DRUM..MOND
r lvould like to ask the Cornrni tte
Y one
Percent of the student body is receiving scholar i
aid in
. e amount of twenty- seven thousand seven hundred f'
Y, hich
1 about a little more than half of 1hat eighteen percen
Of th
.
,,
1 aw a t II ,,
•e student body gets or to be speci. f 1c
Lly
nd "s 11 to be specific; why thirt -six percent of the la
Qent body should be on scholarshi
unds and only two
p rcent of thos e in business or so on?
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~IYM
PROFESSOR SMITH
May I ask your permission to have
r. McDonald answer your question? His office allocates
t ese monies and he will be glad to ex lain.
PROFESSOR MC DONALD
The funds that are allocated
to the Law School was , I believe Dean Christopher is here
and he could bear me out on this, I believe about three or
four years ago with President Popejoy -- was an agreement
between President Popejoy and Dean Christopher of the need
of scholarship ~onies in the Law School and this allocation
was made at that time and has been continued in the l'ke
amount .
Dean Christopher, am I correct in that?
DEAN CHRISTOPHER
I think so essentially.
I hin~
you will have to keep in mind this report does not giv
h
total scholarship money .
The problem, six years ago the Law School had s ven yfive students .
Five years ago i t had ninety students.
Thi
as the situation with which we had been dealin. You hav
scholarships or you don ' t have a Law School. That is wh
is is for .
We now have less scholarship money than comparable
aw schools in the southwest. We don't need less money, ie
need more money and the threat I make from the La School
to the administration and fairly often is for additional
oney , If we, in fact, stay where we are as a law school
e are going to fall behind in the next five years of other
aw schools in this region; so, what I am really saying is
s a graduate school, we have to have this kind of support.
HEADY
I think I might say here that there ~as a
co~itment between President Popejoy and Dean Christopher
lch I felt I was committed to follow.
As a result, the
eve1 of scholarship support for the Law School has been hel
constant
or close to constant recently and I would ave
to
ay .
.
1 n full frankness that althouah Dean Christopher is a
ery .Persuasive man , he will have,difficulty 'n persuadin
.
1 n terms of our total scholarship situa ion, to
ncreas
e amount going to Law School from these sources beyond
e Present level.
COTTRELL
Couple of observation about Dean Spr'n r'
ents about graduate school funds .
I w'll make cle r th'
b'~~e~graduate .
All we have to do is look at the re ponlties of this Committee. 4 0 , erhaps wha
sh uld
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ask for in the by-laws of the University Faculty is that
the Graduate Committee come in at the same time as the Athletic Council and Scholarships, Prizes and Loans Committee
and give us a breakdown of graduate grants-in-aid.
We can handle i t that way if that's what you want,
George. This Committee has a function to represent the Faculty in looking at those uncommitted University funds, those
scholarship monies from grants and trust accounts as well
as the rather piddling amount that we get from the State of
New Mexico .
I think this is one of the things I find very disturbing, as a matter of fact, personally that one of. our
professional colleges and graduate level school cuts in two
this total amount, but the amount they do when the items up
there one ninety-two, two eighty-two; note that only one fifty
of that comes from the state and by state law, we have to
have two percent of that to cover tuition.
FACULTY MEMBER
COTTRELL
HEADY

It's now three.

Yes, but i t wasn't funded, was it?

We got authorization for the money .

We got authoriz ation for three, but i t
COTTRELL
wasn't funded.
In the past, it has been t wo percent of the
enrollment. This is all that they provide us any money for
on tuition in a state with twenty- seven or twenty-eight
pe~cent of our population in the sub- marginal poverty economic areas; we take part of this money out of this tuition
w .
aiver which has been meant to he lp undergraduates all
along, I think, and put i t over in Law School .
I agree with Dean Christopher, but I think what we
have to do here is put a special item in and go fight i t
~h~ough the ~.E.F. or some place to get money for the Law
c 00 1 scholarships and try to get back to the help of the
ext.remely low income groups in the State of New Mexico
·
t0
which Part of this money is supposed to be committed.
PROFESSOR ADAMS
Dean Christopher made a very good
argument about the need for funds for the Law School, can't
~et the students without the funds; but, this is also true
in many fields and in the undergraduate colleges as well .

Stu

For example, in music, a talented violinist or piano
dent can get the offer of many scholarships and if we
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don't have any money, they don't come here, they go some place
else. In architecture, much the same thing is at work and I
think you can't talk about equity by indicating the need of
one field when there is need in many fields and if money is
divided inequitably, those needs are not met in the fields
that are not getting the money.
We have a number of students in architecture who
badly need financial support and they are not getting it
because the funds aren't there. We have a number of very
talented music students that go out of the state every year,
not because they really want to, but because they can get
grants-in-aid outside the state that they can't get at home;
so, I think, Tom, this really doesn't quite work relevant
to the other schools.
CHRISTOPHER
This University and every other university has always given more scholarship money to graduates
than undergraduates.
I agree that the graduate needs more,
but if you consider the undergraduates, they are not gettinq
a great deal.
There is one other point when I was talking before,
what I was trying to say and maybe didn't say, is that what
you are faced with and what we faced six years ago, do you
want a Law School? The amount of support which Mr. Popejoy
gave us indicated, yes, we did, barely, no more.
Without scholarships, we would have gone from ninety
to seventy-five and sixty and so on. The question you ere
faced with, do you want a minimal Law School on this campus?
If the answer is no, that's all right.
Now, the next question is, do you want to go beyond
the minimum? Then I think it's perfectly proper to say,
shall we give more 1 money.
Until you reach that stage, you
are really talking about just what I said, seventy-five
~tudents, no faculty maybe no accreditation and I am talkin g Just
·
as seriously' as I can.
DRUMMOND
Dean Christopher, in all seriousness I
ace
. ept your arguments except this money, as I un d erstan d 1· t ,
18 for undergraduate students and it seems to me that the
question we need to ask ourselves is not do we wa~t a good
Law School, although r think that's a valid question to ask,
:~~.rather, how shall we support the students .in one without
lng money from undergraduate students to whom it has been
~ea11y allocated and that's the reason I asked the question
in th e f.irst place.
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It seems to me that really this money is not being
spent the wax i t is supposed to be spent and we ouqht to somehow get it spent the way it is supposed t o be and that would
be to support undergraduate programs.
Now , it's true the Law School is a graduate program .
~ell , let's get funds to support that, too, but without
cutting out support for this wo rk.
MERKX
It seems to me that there is a serious policy
issue invo l ved here that goes b eyond this particular report .
I think it's pointed up, also, by the fact that we have
athleti c grants-in-aid which are almost three hundred forty
thousand dollars whereas the scholarship type scholarsh'ps
are less than two hundred thousand dollars; so, this means
that as a matter of practice, now we are spending more
than a third more on athletes than we are on first-rate
scholars who deserve financial support in the Univers i y .
It seems to me that what really we should be do'n
is asking these relevant committees or else appointing a
new committee to do a study of the University policy on whee
we spend our financial support money and on what basis 't's
allocated and, for example, I think that the consi eration
of the athletic grants-in- aid might involve a question of
whether or not maintaining a football team is an important
e~p~nse or whether we might better use the money for v·o~ini sts or future teachers and I don't propose any immediate action on this; but, I think it's a valid policy uestion.
We might feel in the future that we should go to
the legislature or the B.E . F . and say we don't want scholarships for a football team but we want that money to be iven
t 0 the School of Education,
' Arts and Sciences, and to the
La~ School, and if it ' s appropriate, I would like to move
this faculty establish -- not move at the present time, but
I Would like to suggest that maybe this debate could include
~he matter of a general review of the policy issues involved
in how we spend our financial aid money ·
-SHE'~fYIA,J

PROFESSOR SMITH
Mr . President, I became familiar
~~ce ag~in with ~he law about tuition scholarships during
e legislative session .
I think I remember i t correctly .
think it says nothing whatever with respect to whether th
Wo Percent scholarships are to go to g raduate students r
Undergraduate students .

!

The law says that each of the institutions may remit
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tuition fees to two percent of the enrollment.
that's all it says.
HEADY

I think

It says three percent, now.
5 ,G·

PROFESSOR~SMITH
Now, it says three, but as you sa·a,
it was unfunded. With respect to Professor Merkx' s pro o al, I would just suggest that a good heavy propo tion of
hat is paid to athletes comes out of the ate receipts and
some more of i t comes out of specific state appropria 'ons,
which is one of the line items that the legislature som times increases, one of the very few it is will:n
o incr as
and relatively little of the money which is spent tha
y
could be spent on the support of students in eneral.
COTTRELL
I would like to ask Mr. McDonald to cl rify for the benefit of the Faculty the reoorted funds on h'
~irst page.
Now, I attended the Sc~olarsh ps, Prizes,
Loans Committee where he did this, but I don't b lie
Faculty would know what you mean by "UN 22-007" and "
29-001". So, could you clarify that, Lavonne, and part clarly I am thinking of the restrictions that's on one o
those two, the fact that it's not money free, you know, to
ive out to people who need i t on that basis loan.
MC DONALD
The accounts as listed here, 22-007,
these are, of course, account numbers and what we call a
participation account, where normally there are serv ces
tendered by the students to the Univers ty, whe her·
e
drum major, a musician, speech; whatever field · mi ht be.
The 29 - 001 is normally academic scholarsh' sand
ranted on the basis of academic achievement .
I i h m ntion at the present time this two percent that comes t o t
ni ersity is divided, I believe, th's year se enty pe cent
0 the undergraduate, thirty percent to
raduat sch ol;
o, all that sixty-nine thousand is not all of the two e cent money that we have received.
It is the portion that was allocated to the under:taduate level .
Of course, the trust accounts are accounts
that we had received from donors that go into tru t and e
~ the earnings from such trust accounts, these two her
lng the largest with no restrictions oth r than r O 5 and
n eds.
Does that answer your question?
HEADY

Professor Green .
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PROFESSOR GREEN
I am very happy that this issue
has come up.
For many years I have sat in faculty meet'n s
when these reports came out and made mental calcula' n
and I have been very unhappy with them all these years nd
now I would like to say a few thins.
If we divide the one hundred ninety-tw thousand
the six hundred seventy-two students that rece've it,
out to two hundred eighty-two dollars per student p
y
a really tremendous support to these students comin
her
It doesn't even cover tuition.
I think this is mise abl

y
c mes
r,
I

If we look on the next report -- and I am not n erested where the money comes from, it's just the numb
that concern me -- there are two hundred seventy-njn
uden s
receiving three hundred thirty-seven thousand dollars. Th's
is twelve hundred and eleven dollars per studen, om h
ore substantial support.
This same money, if we were to do it, or example,
ith the two hundred eighty-two dollar pe s udent le 1,
ould support another twelve hundred students, thr
m
the students that are presently receivin th's academic j
Now, there is the question about where the money com
hr
from and this has never been very clear to me.
nunerous line items and there are numerous other item
in the budget that contribute to the subsidized athle ·
Along with Mr. Merkx's suggestion, I think that e sh
try to track these things down and see just what i
s
oes go into the program, how much is the pro ram cost'n us
out of money that should be available for an academic pro-

gram.

HEADY

Is there further comment?

DOCTOR NAPOLITANO
I think the ans er to that qu
on, Professor Green, is nothing. He ianted to kno· ho·
ch is coming out of other programs and goin into the athetic budget and the answer is nothing.
GREEN
I question that.
fa'r amount o
nd grounds has additionally one into su P rt'n
ctivities .

buil ·n
a hle ·c

~ERKX
I have heard r~nors f r some time hat I
~a e not been able to answer on the basis f he thletic
0
I!Unittee reports that whereas basketball makes m n Y and,
erefore, supports itself, football loses money and, there ore,
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might be a drain in the overall resources of the University.
There are a number of universities, including the
University of Chicago, that dropped football for that very
reason.
I wish to move that the Faculty elect a five-man
committee to prepare a report on both the sources of financial aid and the policy issues involved in their distribution
and, in addition to the five men elected by the Faculty, the
Chairman of the Athletic Council, the Chairman of Scholarship and Prizes Committee and the Dean of Graduate School
serve as ex-officio members of the committee that prepares
the report.
Mr. Secretary, do you have the motion so th a t
HEADY
you can read it?
DURRIE

No, sir, I don't .

Could you repeat it, Gil?

MERKX
Yes.
I move the Faculty elect five members
to a committee to prepare a comprehensive report on the
sources of financial aid and the policy issues involved in
their allocation, in the allocation of these resources.
Also, to serve on this committee ex-officio will be
the Chairman of the Athletic Council, the Chairman of the
Scholarships and Prizes Committee and the Dean of the Graduate School.
HEADY
The motion was seconded.
Is there debate?
I think the motion is in order. We don't have any motion
on the floor.
Mr. Drummond.
DRUMMOND
If my memory serves me ~orrectly, we r 7cently as a Faculty asked the Policy Committee to deal with
some financial matters at the institution.
I wonder if this
is not an appropriate body to ask to appoint a subcommittee
t~ do this rather· than our electing, since the Policy Committee is now charged by us with this kind of concern, as
I Understand it.
HEADY

Mr. Cottrell.

COTTRELL
The constitution was amended to give us
certain budgetary planning responsibilities and I think I
Wou1a support Professor Drummond's recommendation in this
matter if it is the will of the Faculty.
Perhaps the Policy committee should have taken

Recommendation for Committee to
Study Sources
and Distribution of Financial Aid
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initiative on this but the Policy Committee has this year
worked with ~e Scholarship, Prizes and Loar6Committee r ~ e,l.,l
h.
.
.
ing to urge
•'get t i s kind of information out so the
Faculty could be informe d .
This was the first step in getting them as you h ve
them today.
I think that if the Faculty would like to have
another committee, it would perhaps be wise in this ca e o
leave it......,_to the Policy Committee to appoint that to work in
the cont.[ext of what you are talking about .
I don ' t think we ought to leave it to the Policy
Committee to do.
That 's what had me scared first when I
had my hand up.
I thought he was going to leave i t to h
Policy Conunittee, but we could appoint a conunittee to work
with these three ex-officio and try to bring some of th s
information together that has been reported by the two
p rate committees .
HEADY

Further debate on the motion?

r.

erkx.

MERKX
The reason that I thought it might be good
to have some elected members of a committee is that I h'nk
his would be a way perhaps of having some critical vo'c s
in the conuni ttee.
I have especially in mind Professor Wagar or erh
possibly
Professor Green , who could spark some controversy
.
inside the conunittee so that there would be a feeling that
t e committee did represent all kinds of view po nts rather
than, let's be immune to any kind of criticism about who ot
appointed to the committee.
PROFESSOR HUBER
HEADY

I move to table.

Is there a second to that motion?

FACULTY MEMBER

Second.

HEADY
It's been seconded that the motion to create
special conunittee be tabled. That is undebatable. Are
~
ready to vote on the motion to table? Those in
vor
of the motion to table, please say "aye"· Opposed, no ·

.

HEADY
The motion to table is lost .
er debate on Mr. Merkx 's motion?
MC DONALD

Is there fu -

I would like to pass on as a point of
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information to the Faculty;if they would look at the ~urnmaryof All financial ,Aid page;I am the first one, I think, that
1uld say we need more funds for academic scholarships/but
at the same time, in being realistic and going back and
looking at the records over the past ten years in financial
aid, we have found and pretty basically feel that monies
given to athletics have enhanced the programs of academic
scholarships and grants as well.
You will notice University and sponsored s£holarships at three hundred forty-three thousand1 t o ~ in round
number2r1nd towards the bottom is miscellaneous accounts
requir
?, A disbursements, Dean Springer, by Student fa.ids
of another ninety-eight thousand dollars.
Now, this was scholarship funds as allocated by individual agencies such as pueblos, B.I.A., but given to
students for academic achievement; so, actually,,
Yte from
just scholarship funds alone we are allocating some ninety
thousand dollars more for scholarships from all these sources
than go to athletics, not including the grantsand loans and
work which go to students on the basis of need and academic
achievement, but basically need is the prime prerequisite
here.
0'11,...-

I had a meeting with Mr. PerovichAthis last week .
There wi~l be more funds allocated t~ademic scholar-.
ships this corning year and I feel that Senator Apodaca introduced the three percent academic schoi'irships, strictly his
~hinking was against so much going to athletics, let's
increase the academic scholarships-So I think, in the light
of all this, it should be kept in a proper perspective.
Thank you.
HEADY

Professor Schmidt.

PROFESSOR SCHMIDT
I would like to strongly support
P~ofessor Merkx's motion.
It seems to me sufficient questions have been raised in my mind today concerning policy
matters and questions of equity that we really need a special
comm·ittee to look into this.
I think too often in the past, where such a special
committee is not set to work on it, it tends to drag on and
gets lost and the next year it comes back just the way it
Was before.
I think we really need to look into this issue.
HEADY

Mr. Curry.
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CURRY
If the Faculty does indeed decide
to establish a special committee to study the problems o
scholarships concerning athletics and other academic scholarships in the University, I ~uld like to suggest that at leas
half of this committee should be composed of students for
rather obvious reasons.
First of all, the students and not the faculty
e
made to pay involuntary fees for the athletic departmen and
second of all, of course, these scholarships all go to students. I would think that if we are going to have five
faculty members on this committee, we should have a leas
five students, one or two of which should be raduat
students .
HEADY

Professor Rhodes.

RHODES
I would like to support the motion on h
floor and I will amend the motion in a mcment to nclud
the provision in assisting with your excellent sug s ion,
Ron, but the thing that disturbed me a moment a o, I h d
a hard time keeping the two financial reports sep rate, bu
I think I see i t now .
Am I made to understand by a member of the thl ic
Council that this report was not somehow properly coordi ated with the whole committee, with the whole Council, th t
a least one individual member of the Council feels th
i~ was prepared without the cooperation or proper consul
tion, which raised a very large policy question about the
00 rdination of the University's athletic program wh'ch pre5llmably is under faculty supervision?

If this is the case, it seems to me an independent
COmzni.ttee properly constituted and I believe elected by h
Proper means, seems to me is quite a reasonable ap roach on
tile Part of the Faculty to meet with these kinds of issues.
wou1a support the motion, but I would amend it to provide
,at Upon the recommendation of the associated student bo ,
at the committee include an equal number of st dents, o ever constituted by the Faculty, and the Student Sena e and
~ e Graduate Student Association, perhaps three undergraduate
wo graduates nominated respectively by the presidents and
PProved by the legislative body .
HEADY
This is an amendment to the main motion to
equal number of students, three~be desi nated by h
sociated Students of the university of ew Mexico, t o by
e Graduate Student,1 Association .
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Is there debate on the amendment?
PROFESSOR WALKER
Point of information, ~r . Presi ent.
Were the faculty members on the committee to be eight or five?
HEADY
Springer .

Five, plus three ex-officio members.

SPRINGER
Point of information.
members vote or not?

Dean

Do the ex-offic'o

COTTRELL
Unless expressed otherwise, ex-of ·c·o
members of committees at the University of ew exico o
vote .
HEADY
COTTRELL

They don't vote if it just says ex-of

io --

Unless otherwise expressed.

HEADY
That is the meaning of the motion ha
h y
will not vote .
Is there further debate on the amen m n?
Dean Springer .
SPRINGER
Is it in the meaning of the motion ha
the ex-officio members vote or not since it is up o t e
Proposer of the motion to so specify?
HEADY
The proposer of the motion says and is confirmed by the Chairman of the Policy Committee that if the
designation is only ex-officio, there is no vote implied
and that is the wording of the motion that's before us.
SPRINGER

I am aware of this,

o

r. President .

ROTHENBERG
Point of information . Does this otion
Provide
for
any
representation
for the oppressed minority
Of- women?
Two questions. Will this committee represent a proortionate number of women? Every minority ought O hav
representation and secondly will the student bo Y make a
ot·10
'
n that a certain number of women be statutory repres
tives from this five students? Thirdly, ill th re be
breakdown given as to the number of scholarships awarded
0
omen, "A", single, "B", married, and "C", divo ced?
HEADY
Is there further debate on the amen en?
e Will now vote on the amendment. Are you ready to vote
on the amendment?
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This is concerning adding students to the commi tee.
Those in favor of the amendment please say "aye"; opposed,
no . The motion is carried.
Now, we are ready to have any further debate on
mtion as amended .
Professor Koschmann.

h

PROFESSOR KOSCHMANN
Mr . Ch~man, I objec to he
establishment of another special committee to by-pass th
committees that we have already established in he facul

I think this is merely part of a trend that e s ntially emasculates all of the committees. We have a comm
tee that is established to essentially study scholarships.
ow, if we have a question that we want studied, I h'nk ·
is proper for this group to essentially charge this comm't
ith studying i t in a particular expanded fashion, bu
o
continually appoint a committee when anything speci 1 com
up merely tells these individual committees, don't bo h r
to ever do much work because the minute we have nyth · n
important we are going to put in a special commit ee.

I think it's important that if we are to essenti lly
re-establish the authority and responsibility of his F clty that we pay attention to the committees that hav be n
ery properly , essentially appointed to look into certa'n
reas and that areas that are germane to these committees
be referred to these comrni ttees .
HEADY

Professor Howarth .

HOWARTH
I think the argument for havinq this particlar committee is because the two committees concerned wit
.hese two type s of grant-in- aid have perhaps not been talk7ng to each other . What Mr . Merkx's motion is ask'ng for
ls someone to look at the interrelations and make some
comparison between these two types of activity .
As was pointed out, this is the first time that ie
ave seen comparable tables of these numbers at the same

faculty meeting .
HEADY

r

support Professor

erkx's motion .

Doctor Huber is next.

DOCTOR HUBER
A minute ago I moved to tabl ·
I mo
table following Professor Cottrell's remarks w'th r g rd
0 the Policy Committee .
r would make the same motion
i
ere I to feel that i t would have any chance of
a e, bu
0
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perhaps we can h andle i t in the final analysis.
We have an amendment to the Constitution, wh i ch this
body passed some months ago which permits the Policy Committee to appoint subcommittees or a committee to work with
regard to allocat i on of budgeted funds.
Seems to me that the power is in your Policy Committee . The Policy Committee also, I might point out,
comes to this body every spring with a list of names for all
of the standing committees; so, those of you who feel that
you don't get appropriate recommendations can always add
nominations from the floor at that time, in the spring.
I agree with Professor Koschmann's point of c i rcumventing your own standing committees and y our own Policy
Conunittee by going to the extent of attempting to create
conunittees on this floor to cover matters that are already
ab le to be taken care of .
I don't disagree with Professor Howarth's statement
t hat the two committees don't seem to have talked , but they
have done what they each were respectively asked to do.
I
say that the Policy Committee as per the statements made
by Professor Cottrell can certainly go ahead and app oint a
committee and that committee can call for student representatives1as well, might I further point out.
Therefore, I think it could be done very easily and
very s i mply if i t is the sense of this body without creating
i ts own committees, over standing committees.
·

fl oor?

HEADY
Professor Koschmann, do you still want the
I have you down and then Professor Merkx.
KOSCHMANN
HEADY

No.

Professor Merkx.

MERKX
It seems to me the very issues that have come
up give some substance to the reason for making a special
committee
What has been involved has not only been the
Athletic ;ouncil and the Scholarsh i p Committee but the Law
School~ the Graduate Committee.
le .
Our policy will either be the B.E.F. or the . st~te
9lslature and it's also been pointed out that this is a
matt er of special relevance to students and they mig
· ht very
we11 be involved in this also, so it all seems to me that
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this is an unusual kind of an issue .
The consideration of financial aid in athletics, jn
relationship to athletic scholarships and that k'nd o c ossuts other traditional lines of dividing up faculty work
nd it also cross-cuts traditional kinds of ideolo ical d'isions among the faculty and then it makes sens on som tfi'ng that is as complex and involves so many differen
parts of the University to name a special committee and ch r
t em with doing i t explicitly .
HEADY

I have recognized Professor Cot

11.

COTTRELL
I would like to suggest one
he amendment of the motion . I spoke earlier on
at perhaps a Policy Committee could appoint th
ith the consent of the Faculty .
I would like to recommend that we amend this som ho
nd if it's passed by the Faculty, that it be design
d hoc cornrruittee, that i t be clear that one
t
por
iled and sent to the Faculty, the cornmitt
di
We just have a hell of a problem wi h c rnmi
get so many committees that the Policy Cornrni
en count all the corrunittees and i t really b corn
lern; so, if you are going to pass it, please rnak
oc committee that dies on the expiration of ' t

MERKX
That will be mentioned in my motion, ha
e committee would prepare a report such as th's nd
hat's misunderstood .
If it ' s understood by everyone, may e
COTTRELL
oesn't need to be spelled out .
HEADY

Who want s the floor back there?

DRUMMOND
HEADY
0

I move the previous question.
The previous question has been moved.

it?
FACULTY MEMBER

II

t

Second .

HEADY
All right . We '11
This requires ~ two-thir
to vote on the main motion .
Ye i opposed , no .

h

. con
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The motion is carried. We will now vote on the motion
as amended.
'
~
DURRIE
Is this to be e l ected today? What was the
extent of y our motion? ~You didn't say .
MERKX

I didn't say .

We could certainly elect them

today.
HEADY
I would like to make a comment about that .
I feel rather strongly that if we hav e such a c ommittee,
i t should not be elected today . One reason i s that nobody
who came to this meeting knew there would be such a committee
whereas e v eryone wa s on notice on the committees that we
did elect today.
My i nterpretation, since the motion didn't specify
that the election would be h eld today ,4 that it would be held
A.
on a subsequent occasion.
MERKX
In that case, ma y I add an amendment that we
elect the committee at the next Faculty meeting?
HEADY
I would assume this would be business of the
next meeti n g, if the motion passes. I think that can be
understood without an amendment.
We will now vote on the main mot ion .
Please say "aye"; opposed, no.

Those in favor

I think we will have a standing vote . Those in favor
of the motion please stand. Those against the motion please
stand . The motion is defeated. Mr . Drummond .
DRUMMOND
Mr. President, I s incere ly hope that the
Policy Committee following this discussion>will see that the
Faculty is conce:ned about this whole issue and will serve
to do something.
COTTRELL

I so note it .

HEADY
we are ready to proceed to the next item of
business. Mr. Hal l e n ~..
woLF
.
PROFESSOR Wi11:fYH
I would like to move that we 1n~truct the Policy Committee to appoint an ad hoc committee,
including student representatives, to deal with this matter .

FACULTY MEMBER

Second the motion.
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HEADY
The motion is that the Policy Committ e ap o·n
an ad hoc committee, including students, to study this mater.
hat motion has been seconded, I think.
Is there debate on that motion?
DEAN TRAVELSTEAD
I am supporting the motion bu
am asking the mover if he would include in that the same
ideas included in the earlier ones for very obvious reason ,
to have the persons already involved in this, the chair n
of these other committees involved in that discussion for
reasons given earlier.
I think we waste a lot of time if a differen
rou
pursues it. Therefore, I think this committee should nclude the chairmen of these committees that have be n woking on it . Otherwise, we have wasted effort.
WOL-F

I think he understands.

HEADY
Is there further discussion on th
Do you all understand the motion? We will vote .
Those in favor , say "aye";

mo 'on?

opposed, no.

The motion is carried. The next item is the nnual
report of the Athletic Council as required in t he sta m n
of 6ounci 1 functions .
Professor Daub.
PROFESSOR ALPERT
I move that we alter he ord r of
today 's agenda and discuss and examine thee ents surrounding the cancellation of Senator Thurmond' s speech o W dnesday, March 4th.
WALDEN

Second .

HEADY
I ha~ recognized Professor Daub before
:ecognized you .
Professor Alpert has moved -- would ou s
lt again,
.
Professor Alpert?
ALPERT
I move that we alter the order o tod y's
genda to discuss and examine the events surroundin the c ncellation of Senator Thurmond's speech of ednesd Y,
c
th; that is, let's, right now, discuss it.
HEADY

Is there a second to the mo ion?

FACULTY MEMBER

Second.

0
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HEADY
It has been moved and seconded that we alter
the order of the agenda to discuss and examine the events
surrounding the cancellation of Senator Thurmond's speech.
Is there debate on the motion?

Professor Thorson.

THORSON
I would like to oppose the motion for the
basic reason that these events are now under consideration
by the Student Standards Committee which is a deliberative
body, which, I believe, has the power and indeed, the
responsibility to conduct such hearings.
HEADY

Professor Alpert.

ALPERT
That may well be so, but as a member of
this Faculty and as concerned as I am, I personally would
like to know what happened that night and all I do know is
what I have read in the press and my experience is, you
somewhat doubt the press.
THORSON
I would suggest y.ou attend the meeting of
the Student Standards Committee on Wednesday night and
listen to the evidence.
HEADY

Professor Koschmann.

KOSCHMANN
I am not sure what profit we could really
come to by lengthening the discussion of this.
I am reminded by the comments from Jim Thorson that the Faculty
has in the past not minded it at all getting in the middle
of affairs.
When there was an R.O.T.C. demonstration last year,
t?is Faculty considered it was much worthy of considerable
discussion both formally and in unofficial meetings being
?eld; then, they were willing to discuss it. Last sp~ing,
in the middle of a crisis when committees were studying
~nd going through proper ;rocedures, then the Faculty thought
i~ was definitely worth a considerable amount of discussi ?n; so, I am not sure what we profit by discussing
·
·
th·ings
While proper procedures are being
•
. d ou t •
carrie
So, in a sense I oppose this motion, but I did want
t? Point out the fact,that in the past when some of the inC~dent was on the other side of the fence, that the Faculty
didn't mind at all sticking their nose into proper proced-

ure.

HEADY

Professor Cottrell and then Professor
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Rothenberg .
COTTRELL
Arnold, you came before the Policy Committee and talked about polarization a couple of weeks
and then today here on the floor you attempt to polar·z
issue as being on one side of the fence or the other si
of the fence .
I can agree with you on opposing the motion to show
at there is no polarization here, but not for the s me
reason . We started today in giving a report from two
conunittees that I think the Faculty is vitally interes ed
in
what the functions of these conunittees are.
They have parallel responsibilities. Our by-law
require that they report together . We got over into
report somewhat as we debated the other, but the tru
the matter is we have not heard the report from the
letic Council and I would oppose any change in th a end
until we hear that report.
HEADY

Professor Rothenberg.

ROTHENBERG
I would strongly like to su port rofessor Alpert's motion. The reason is the Athlet'c Com'ttee's report is very interesting, I am sure. If ' t
passes, we will get another committee, number ei hty-f'v,
a~d we will appoint five, four, and so on, and then ther
Wlll be another.
Meanwhile, there is a situation on this cam us, as
1_said the first time I spoke, with conside~able v'olence;
10 lence creates more violence and to leave this to the
Student Standards Conunittee is an abdication of the responibility of the Faculty .
HEADY

Professor Walker is next.

PROFESSOR WALKER
First of all, I serve on the
Udent Standards Committee and this is no reason or your
7Ciding not to discuss it, but if you do decide that,
lll have to leave .
It's not true Professor Koschmann, in the pas
ave discussed any i~sue in substance. I th'nk I hav
ttended probably all of the meetings to which you
nd there have been a number of times du in tho
5
hen People have objected to som thin that som on
tarting to say on the grounds that tha ient to the su
tance of the question that was to be decided by a pro

e

n
rly
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constituted corrunittee, and I think in almost all tho e
instances the con~ensus has been that discussi on should

op .

So, I believe you are mis taken in suggesting that
we have established a precedent for discussin the sub tance
of matters that have not been decided yet by the properly
constituted bodies.
I would suggest that the report presently before us
be set. I share the concern that I expect all of you have
for the violence that occurred on the campus in the past
few weeks. I urge you to defeat the motion and I urge ha
because I do think the Student Standards Committee can b
relied on to deal with i t properly and in the event they
don 't, I think then you have every r ight to discuss it nd
oppose the decision they have made.
HEADY

Is there further debate?

Professor Rigsby .

PROFESSOR RIGSBY
Point of informat'on. Wha
before the Student Standards Committee? How many o th se
current issues are being involved there?
HEADY
I believe you could correct me 4 hat is before the Student Standards Corrunittee at this point are
charges against two individuals, Mr. Cooper and Mr. O Y- ~...,
in connection with the Thurmond appearance.
RIGSBY
demons tr a ti on?

Is there nothing about the B . Y. U.

HEADY
Not as yet .
Is there further debate
fesso r Alpert's motion? Professor Alpert.

ame

n

ro-

ALPERT
I suggested the Thurmond affair because I
felt we had to discuss these things and et started omenere . As Professor Rothenberg pointed out, there have
~~en many things that have been happening re~ently and I
lnd myself somewhat disturbed to look at this a enda and
ee none of these things covered by the agenda.
ow it's true there are committees to handle som 0
hese things but we are a constituted assembly and
, too,
can h andle these
'
·
things and di cuss them.
I have a e 1 in
•at we are abdicating a very important f unct on he
n 11
ese many things, many unpleasant thins to le them o
0 the committee .
I think we should discuss them here and I su

est
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the Thurmond one because I think this is a little more
clear cut than the recent bomb . We don't know who did he
bombing and so forth, and I am not quite sure I know the
facts about the B. Y. U. thing, either.
I feel that unless we do cover these things here;we
a dicating our responsibility as Faculty .
HEADY
HOWARTH

Professor Howarth.
I move the previous question.

FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY
seconded .

Second.

The previous question has been moved and

EUBANK
Mr. Chairman, since this item was no on
the agenda, I think we will have to call this a speci 1
order today and i t calls for a two-thirds majority.
HEADY
EUBANK

To pass the motion?
That's right.

HEADY
I believe the rules of this Faculty, a I
believe the Faculty has made plain in the past, is that they
ant to be able to take up anything at any meetin.
EUBANK
Your written so-called agenda are the orders
of the day.
Mr . Merkx's motion had to do with the rearran eent, but this is a completely new item which does not appear
on the agenda and I call this a special order of the day.
HEADY

We have certainly taken items of business

that have not been on the agenda at other meetings and

a·s-

Posed of them without a two-thirds vote .
RHODES
r. Chairman, didn't we discuss this last
Year and wasn ' t this matter defeated or early th:s year?
HEADY
That, r think, is what I am thinking o
Ut being specific about i t .
EUBANK
This is a legislative matter.
lready determined it, that's fine.

i h-

If you h v

HEADY
r think we have and I ¥ill rule ha on any
tter brought up, even though it's not on the a n a,
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unless the Faculty changes its rules to be specific, oth
ise, that we will not consider it as a special order of
business.
Now, the previous question has been moved and seconded. We will now vote on the previous question. Those in
favor please say II aye 11 , opposed, no. The motion is carr e .
We will now vote on Professor Alpert's motion.
1ajori ty vote is required if it passes.
FACULTY MEMBER

Would you read the motion?

HEADY
The motion is to alter -- we have already
done it to a considerable extent -- to alter the order o
business to discuss and examine the events surroundin
h
cancellation of Senator Thurmond's speech. Those
of the motion please say II aye 11 ; opposed, no. Th
defeated.
Professor Daub, if you are still here we will now
the report of the Athletic Council. Wes arted abou e
or ten minutes late so I assume we will run until abou
twenty minutes of six before our usual decision abou
o obey our rules or not.

h

PROFESSOR DAUB
I think that the part of my re or
that's of interest to the Faculty has already been i cussed here today and table five of tnis report is in your
~ands. You were ~11 given a copy which breaks down the gran
in-aid to athletes in terms of how many students got such
~id, what was the average amount of such aid>and wha coll
15 the student enrolled in who receives such aid.
I have a report here which runs about six a es an
don't think I'll bother to read it in its entirety.
ohn
Du
·
h.
ee
rrie has a copy of it to put into the record o t 1
~ng, but I do want to say that every year you have been
lnformed on how many student athletes competed as mero ers
of our varsity teams and didn't have a 2. 0 grade point a erge ~t U.N.M., and every year in this report t~e tables 17
p t in which have listed those students4 And this yea17
in
he Year 1968- 69 there were twenty-five such athle 5 out
0(:
he
a total of two' hundred ten that competed who, a
7,
o~_competition, had grade point averages between ~.60
.
~ lch is below the 2.0 average we look upon as bein sa 1 actory.

°

As a summary of that table, I would l'k

o say the
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following, however, that these twenty-five athletes represent twelve percent of the athletes who competed on va si
quads in intercollegiate sports and this may be compare
ith twenty-nine athletes or fourteen percent compe ng uring the previous school year.
Of these twenty-five student athletes, tow re uspended as of the fall term of '69; eight didn'
re urn o
the fall term , although they were eligible to do so, and
the other fifteen were enrolled in th.f University or
ster one , 1969-70 .
And of these fjteen, thee wer on
probation , seven had G:P:A.s now at
or better and
had U.N . M. G.P . A. s still below the 2 . 0, but were no on r bation in their respective colleges .

?.o

Table three in this report merely lists
s
of these athletes by sport and indicates the percen o
hose competing on the squad .
If you are in eres e
n h
igures, after I get through speaking I will give h m o

you.
I also include in this report every year a
o financial aid to athletes which summarizes he
he past seven years and I might say that the ad o
~etes over the past seven years has increased, but h
i ncrease pretty much reflects the increase n non-r
nd resident tuition at this institution as ell a
c n be attributed to growth in the program i s lf •

h

Table five of this report is in your hands, wh ch
arizes the grant- in-aid program as it applies to th
number of recipients and the colleges in hich the a
enr~lled and t a ble six of this report merely shows the
bution o~ the subsidized student athletes in col
s b
Port in which they have participated.
I am now open to any questions as to this.
Are there any questions or cornrnen s?
HEADY
ssor Stumpf .
PROFESSOR STUMPF
that report is?
DAUB
STU PF

r.

DAUB

Professor Daub, how lon

Pro-

a·a

you

The report that I have her ?
Yes .
Including the tables, i t runs

X

p

s'

I
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STUMPF
Well, I am looking at the Faculty Manual
which says that one of the duties of the Athletic Council
is to transmit to the Faculty a report such as this and I
would personally like to have a copy.
I don't regard your oral presentation just now as
really fulfilling this requirement, so, that's point one.
DAUB
this report.

I will be glad to send you a Xerox copy of

STUMPF
No, not me.
I am going to move in a minute
that all the faculty receive one.
DAUB

All right.

STUMPF
What has been the participation of the other
members of the Athletic Council in this report?
DAUB
Well, in previous years I have prepared the
report. Last year there was some remark made by one of the
members of our Council that he felt that this was a report
that was to be made by the Chairman of the Council and not
by the Council itself.
So, I wrote the report several weeks
ahead of time, submitted it to the Council, the Council
looked it over and made suggestions as to how I might modify
the report and so on and the report last year, then, was
written on that basis of having submitted it to the
Council beforehand.
This year, I hadn't been able to get the Council together to submit this report to them before presenting it,
but the report that I have here is basically written in the
s~e type of language and the same information given as was
given last year, with the Council's approval .
STUMPF
well, one of the reasons I asked is because
I Personally know a member of the Council -DAUB

I know who you are talking about.

h .
STUMPF
-- who says he has not seen this report and
e 15 a bit disturbed about the manner in which you normally
submit
· these reports.
DAUB
Well r called this man today on the telePhone and was not ~ble to get an answer from his office
because I wanted to take the report over to him and let him
read it over to see if he thought it was as proposed.
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STUMPF
Well, the Faculty Handbook says the report
is due in November.
DAUB
STUMPF

That's right, sir.
But, it's a little later than that.

DAUB
Yes.
In November, when the faculty meeting
was held the second Tuesday of November, I was out of town
at a meeting . Was there a faculty meeting in December?
There was? I was out of town that meeting; I was out of
town in January and in February, and unfortunately very
convenient, yes.
COTTRELL
Also, I might add here the Policy Committee had been trting to get these scheduled the same mon t h
and we had excused the other cornmi ttee a couple of months
because they were having trouble getting some of their
features; so, this is not all the Athletic Council's
fault.
STUMPF
I have one more question, Professor Daub.
How long have you been Chairman of this Council?
DAUB
I guess some people around here think that I
have been Chairman for about fifty years, to be facetious.
I think I became Chairman of the Council -- now, don't
quibble about a year or so -- in 1958.
STUMPF

Twelve years.

DAUB
All right, twelve or thirteen.
I am aware of
your -- as a matter of fact, I wrote a memorandum to Mr.
Antreasian who is on the committee for appointing committees
for next year and pointed out this fact to him that there
~PPea7s to be growing concern in the fact that I h~ve.serv~d
n this committee for too long a time and I told him in ~his
memorandum, which he can verify he has received, that this
shou1a enter his mind when he does decide to make commi ttee
appointments on this committee for next year .
s,u;vip,-.
k
~[ :t:fr
There are two points I would like to ma e .
One is that the handbook was read corre~y.
I think it
doesn't indicate the Chairman of the Athletic Council
Present the report.
I think it says the Athletic Council
does.

The fact that the Chairman was out of town for two
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years is irrelevant .
The second point is that the report
was due in November .
I find today a bit late to be gett'n
in touch with a member of the Committee and there are other
means of communication than telephone .
There ' s the campus mail; there's the U. S. po tal
service and telegrams and other things and I don't find
these sources of excuses really very satisfactory .
HEADY

Professor Murphy .

I assume that wha t I ask will be
PROFESSOR MURPHY
a matter to be considered by the committee appointed by h
Policy Committee, but I wonder if you have on hand the
approximate amount of this sum which constitutes gate receipts?
DAUB
MURPHY

Very close to four hundred thous nd dollar .
So, i t 's more than the total --

DAUB
The gate receipts are more than the total o
ilie grants-in-aid program.

HEADY

Mr . Van Dresser .

VAN DRESSER
In line with that l a t question, wh t
are the other expense s besides grants-in-aid to intercollegiate athletics?
.

DAUB
The total budget for the at letic program run
in excess of one million dollars; that includes coache '
salaries, the facilities and so on .
RHODES
Mr . Chairman, I would like to move that he
Faculty not accept this report until it has been properly
reviewed by the Athletic Council .
FACULTY MEMBER

I second it .

HEADY
It has been moved and seconded that th re ort
not.be received by the Faculty until it has been properly
reviewed by the Athletic Council .
It has been moved and seconded . Is th re any d bat
?n the motion? Are you ready to vote on the motion? Tho·
ln
r· f avor p l ease say "aye "; opposed' no . Th ~ mo t ' on. 1· ca ed . I presume that means that the Athletic Counc 1 will
e back lat er .
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Next is the recommendation for the establishmen of
a Department of Orthopedic Surgery in the School of
d'cin.
Dean Stone .
DEAN STONE
Mr . President, I move that the Facul y
rove the establishment of a Department of Orthoped'c
S rgery.

a

HEADY

Second to the motion?

:s. E,
PROFESSOR}...SMITH

I second it .

HEADY
There is in the materials distribu d
a two-page statement from Dean Stone on this matt r.
debate on the motion?

o yo
I

Mr. Drummond.

DRUMMOND
I would like to raise a question wh'ch I
ave raised with this faculty for several year
fore Dean Stone came ; what are the financi 1 i p c
of an establishment of a new department 'n the School
edicine?
HEADY

1 o, D

I would be interested in tha

Stone .

n

STONE
They are ominous .
In fact, and the
others who can testify on this point, in gener
Pedic surgeons are capable of earning enormous moun
oney . I expect that this department ill e sily
n way .
DRUMMOND
at is .
HEADY

That ' s the only part of the

edical School

Professor Rothenber .

ROTHENBERG
Since we are now audit'n , so to sp k,
e report of the Athletic Committee, I wonder whether w
couia have some statement from Dean Stone on the finance
0 ,
of the Medical School . When I came here seven ye
O d
ey had just established a Medical School and I wa
~Uld bring in a lot of money .
In the next year, there was hardly
na I Was told ' well ' the money has gone
nd ·
it is all too expensive .
ell, then
not much of a salary increase an I a
ory; then , so on , and so on and so on .

sal ry incr
he
die 1
y r
h s

r
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Now, I have great faith in doctors.
ow, I m told
by Dean Stone that orthopedic surgeons A, are dreadfully
expensive; B, that they will pay their own way. Exactly
ow? In dollars and cents what will they do? Will they
provide free services to the faculty?
The other day I fell down some stairs; fell down, I
asn't pushed.
I limped over to the medical service and
t hey told me to drive down to Presbyterian Hospital, so
1
e God . Now , what are the services, Dean Stone, tha
r
going to bring in such money?

urn

Is it the private practice they are going t o
over to us or what?
STONE

May I reply to this?

HEADY
Yes .
I would like to remind the ·
th at the debate is on the motion to establish a D
of Orthopedic Surgery in the School of edicin.

r

n

STONE
I am really uncertain where to b g n.
I
nderstand why you don't like doctors. Let mes y h 's:
The faculty of the Medical School, the physici n memb
re on a strict full-time basis .
They sign an agreement when they join the
cult
return all professional earnings to the Un'v rsi y.
he physician members of the faculty by their prof ss·o al
ac ivities , that is , billing private patients, Blue Shield,
ana.r guess Indian patients, military dependents, thos ar
r1ous sources of income .
0

Professional services performed in the
se of
eaching medical student s and teaching house officers brin
i n a substantial amount of money vhich is bil
d throu h
he University office , professional fee offic~ goes into
e University •
. By this means, they earn somet ing of the order o
9nitude of one-half of their contract salary. I woul b
lad to spend an hour or more discussing the affairs of th
0
d~ca1 School , the financin, the programs, 'f there's
ailable for that .
HEADY

I don't think that all of that would b
Is there any oth r discu

ane to the motion today .
he motion? Mr . Wolf .
PROFESSOR WOLF

ram very sympathetic to both

on
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Profes sor Rothenberg and Harold Drununond .
I m not oppos d
o doctors; it's just physicians that make me a p hens
and I think i t is germane.
I think that the matters o
finance s, the income, the output, and so forth ar v ry
ne and therefore, I move we table this and expect om
ort of accounting, some sort of sununary that will g·v u
o e indication .
Dean Stone has indicated that through fe
tings that this department would cover half of
r
It's the other half that I think Professor Roth n rg
worried about.
Therefore, I move we table this.
FACULTY MEMBER

Second .
on

HEADY
It has been moved and seconded tha
to establish a department of orthopedic sur ery b
It's not debatable .
Those in favor of the mo ion
please say "aye" ; opposed, "no".
I will rule the motion is lost.
ivision we will have i t .

If anyon

w n

.;;;>.~

PROFESSOR SMITH
Professor Rothenber, ' f nyon
told you that raises were light because the edic l
choo
as so expensive, he spoke either from a compl
1 c o
information or he deliberately undertook to misl
yo·
I have fought the battle of the edical School budge
ell as the University's budget in Santa Fe since b for
ere was a Medical School and i t is absolutely demons r bl
hat in terms of operating budgets, there ·s no connec on
etween the Medical School budget and that of the Uni
Y
enerally .
.. _ ft!'

Now, you have to take my word for it; it's pro abl ·
~e connection, if any , would have to do with the dist ibulon of time spent on certain days by peopl like John
ero ich and Carroll Lee or the President or the R g nt . ~
e ical School gets a separate appropriation in
nt F
nd
here is no more impact on the current general ppro r
ion for the University of rew exico on th t account th n
he:e is on the appropriation for ew exico St t
or
xico Tech or any of the other instit tions.
This is a fact which needs to be un er ood
re other facts relating to the care and re ing 0
e es which are comparable to tho e. I m b g'nn'n
evelop a little resistance to facul Y 1 gi 1 t'on b
01klore or suspicion rather than fact.

on
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It's been running -- if you will forgive me -through this meeting all afternoon.
FACULTY MEMBER
Point of order, Mr. Chairman.
like to ask for a division on the motion to table.

I would

HEADY
Division has been asked for on the motion
to table, which I had thought was lost in the oral vote .
Let's go b ack to our system. Those in favor of the mo tion
to table beyond the top rail, please stand. We will take
it in three groups.
Those in favor of the motion to table, in the middle .
Those in favor on this level. Those opposing the mo tion
to table, top level. Next group, ~pposing the motion to
table. On this level, opposed.
The motion to table was lost.
What was the count?
DURRIE

What was the number?

Fifty-three to thirty-two.

HEADY
Fifty-three to thirty-two.
debate on Dean Stone's motion .

late.

We are back on

FACULTY MEMBER
Mr. President, the hour is getting
I mov~ that we adjourn.
FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

Second.

It's been moved and seconded that we adjourn.

I believe a motion to adjourn is in order.
DURRIE

What do we do wi th the motion on the floor?

HEADY

Well, if we adjourn it is still on the floor.
Those in favor of the mo t 'ion
to a d Journ
·
please say "aye"; opposed, no.

Th'ls is
·
not a debatable motion.

. .
Let's try it once again, and then we will have a
division if I am not any -more sure.
II

Those in favor of the motion to adjourn please say
aye"; opposed, no.
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The "ayes" have it.
The meeting is adjourned .

Does anyone want a division?

Respectfully submitted,

Ser

ary
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RECOMMENDATION
FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A
DEPARTMENT OF ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY
IN THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
The academic organization of schools of medicine is somewhat
variable from one institution to another. As a late effect of a
trend toward specialization and subspecialization in clinical areas
(which has been extremely important during the past two-three decades
in medicine) there is a tendency towards the development of a na logo us
departments within medical schools.
At the University of New Mexico, the Division of Neurology of
the Department of Medicine has evolved into a Department of Ueurology,
and we have had for some time a commitment to convert the Division of
Anesthesiology of the Department of Surgery into a Department of
Anesthesiology. Several months ago, following considerable debate ,
the School of Medicine faculty elected to defer recommending departmental status for Rehabilitation or Physical Medicine at this time.
Related to the question of departmental status for Physical Medicine
were questions concerning the course which we might take in respect
to Or~hopedic Surgery. Probably more than half of the med~cal schools
of t~is country have given departmental status to o 7t~opedic su 7g 7ry,
a~d 1n all other instances there is at least recognition of a division.
The distinction between divisional status and departmental
s~atus has become an important one within the disciplin 7 of Orthopee7c Surge 7y nationally. It is likely that the progr~m.in this School
111 receive somewhat more favorable national recognition and therefore material support by having departmental status.

In addition, the distinction is of sufficient importance that
the selection of a suitable individual to head the program often de~ends on this single factor as much as any other. Dr. George E.
mer, whose appointment at the level of Professor has already been
:pproved, has been recommended for the chairmanship by an ad.hoc
aculty committee which reviewed his qualifications and considered
~~e availability of other candidates. It is our collective ~udgment
at Dr. Orner is outstandingly qualified to head an Orthopedic Surgery program here or in any other institution, and that there.are
~~erwhelmingly persuasive reasons, both pragmatic a~d theoretical,
h r offering him the chairmanship of a newly established department
ere.
re

Dr. Peter, Chairman of the Department of Surgerf, brought a
commendation to me and to the Dean's Advisory committee several .
;~nths ago for the conversion of the existing Division ~f Ort~opedic
De~g~ry to departmental status. Following thoughtful . discussion ~ the
e n s Advisory Committee recommended that this ques~ion be consi~t~ed by the faculty of the School of Medicine, and tne ~onsensusfin
nee Dean's Advisory Committee was to support the 7s~ablishment o . a
w department. The faculty of the School of Medicine debated this

question and unanimously recommended the establishment of a D
nt of Orthopedic Surgery. The recommendation has also rec v
the approval of Vice President Travelstead and Presiden Hady.
With this background, and on the basis of these recomm nd t
I recommend to the University Faculty that a Department of Or ho
Surgery be established within the School of Medicine, ff c ·
Semester I, 1970-71.
Robert S. Ston
Dean, School of
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Curriculum for Certificate in Dental Hygiene (There would be no curr i culum
changes 1f an associate degree were to be awarded.)
First Year
First Semester
Engl 101 Wrtng w/rdgs in Expos
Chem 141L Elem of Gen Chem
Biol 136 HLUnan Anat & Physiol
11
11 Lab
Bio] 139L "
DH 100 Orientation
DH 101L Pree] in Dent Hyg
DH l11L Dental Anatomy
Physical Ed

Second Semester
3
4
3
2

2
2
2

Eng 1 102 Wrtng w/ rdgs in Li t
*Chem 142L Elem of Org Chem
Speech 101 - Fund of Speech
DH 110 Oral Anatomy
DH 102L Precl in Dental Hyg
DH 112L Oral Radiog raphy
Physical Ed

I

19

*Or Chem 281 Org

&

3
4
3
3
3
1
1

Ts

Biochem

Second Year
Second Semester

First Semester
Biol 233L Paramed Micro
Psych 101 General
DH 200L lnteg Dental Hygiene
DH 210L Histology
DH 220L Dental Materials
DH 230 Oral/Dent Medicine
DH 240 Dental Hygiene Seminar
Physical Ed

4
3
3
2
2
2
0
1

17

H Ee 325 Nutrition
Soc 101 Intro to
Phmco1 276 Prin of
DH 222 Dent & Pub Health Ed
DH 202L lnteg Dental Hyg iene
DH 212 Pathology
OH 242 Prac Mgt & Ethics
Physical Ed

3
3
3
2

4
2
1
1

19

The national trend is to award an Associate in Science degree to students
completing a two-year curriculum in dental hygiene. Of the 75 schools in
the United States which offer the two-year curriculum, 51 award an associate
degree. Graduates with Associate in Science degrees in dental hygiene
experience fewer problems in transferring credits to schools offering
baccalaureate and master's degrees in dental hygiene when they wish to earn
such degrees.
The faculty of the College of Pharmacy has unanimously approved the
:ecommendation of the Curricula Committee that the Associate in Science degree
•n Dental Hygiene be awarded by the University of New Mexico upon successful
completion of the prescribed two-year curriculum.

January, 1970
o:
From:

The Faculty Policy Committee
The Ad Hoc Committee on Political Activities of UN

cul y

The Ad Hoc Committee has completed its work . It is
submitting its recommendations (Section A below) and som
on
i ncluding the principles involved, on those recommend
B) .

ry
on

The complete files of the Ad Hoc Committee chairman, includ ng
faculty comments on the matter, accompany this report.
y

A. The Ad Hoc Committee on Political Activities of UNM
una~i~ously recommends that this policy be adopted to gov rn
pol 7tica l activities of UNM faculty. If adopted, the policy
be incorporated into the FACULTY HANDBOOK •
. 1. The college or university faculty member is
and, like other citizens should be free to engag in poli
activitie s so far as he
able to do so consistently wi h
gations as a teacher and scholar.

is

n

i

l
0

l -

.
2. Many kinds of political activity (e.g., hol 'ng
time of~ice in a political party, seeking election to ~y ~
c
nde~ circumstances that do not require extensive cm
gn ng, 0
serving ~Y appointment or election in a part-time po itic lo
c)
re consistent with effective service as a member o
f cul Y·
O~er.kinds of political activity (e.g~ inte~sive c mp i~ning for
!lective office, serving in a state legislature, or serving
li ited term in a full-time position) may require that th pro
eek a leave of absence from his college or university.
3.
In recognition of the legitimacy and soc· l impor
of political activity by faculty members, universitie and coll
~~ould provide institutional arrangements to permit i , si ~lar
S ose applicable to other public or private extramural
vie
~~h arrangements may include the reduction of the faculty .emb
.kload or a leave of absence for the duration of n election c
ign or a term of office accompanied by equitable adju men
co Pens a t ion
·
'
when necessary.

.4. A faculty member seeking leave should r 7cognize
d a Primary obligation to his institution and to his grow~
cator and scholar· he should be mindful of the problem w ic
eave of absence can' create for his administration, hi coll gu
his students: and he should not abuse the priv 'leg by too fr_ent ?r too late application or too extend a.a leave
I
J t
nts in his favor are made such as a reduction of workload, h
bOUld expect them to be l~ited to a reasonable p riod. L
o
ence should definitely be available to one.wh~ b com
C
tted to either a major campaign, an ppoin~iv pot
ch
government or elected to public office that is compons
Ves should not be automatic and should be gov rncd by

has

priority needs and considerations of the department, college and
university to which the staff member owes his primary obligations.
5. A leave of absence incident to political activity should
come under the institution's normal rules and regulations for leaves
of absence. Such a leave should not affect unfavorably the tenure
status of a faculty member, except that time spent on such leave from
academic duties need not count as probationary service. The terms of
a leave and its effect on the professor's status should be set forth
in writing.
6. All such activity, except that clearly of a consultative
~ature o~ under contract through the University~ which is directly
in ~he field or fields of one's professional competencies, should.be
~nt1rely disassociated from one's University relationship. By this
is meant one should not use his university title which tends to
create the image that he is acting either for, in be~a~f of 0 7 ~ith
the approval of the University rather than as an individual citizen.
Also, care should be taken not to use university supplies, postage,
or clerical time for such activities.

7. Disputes about the meaning or application of this policy
may be appealed to the Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure.
B.

Comment on the Ad Hoc committee's recommendations.

1. The recommendations are the guidelines published in the
Spri~g 1969 Bulletin of AAUP and circulated to the faculty by our
committee. Three additions to the AAUP guidelines have been made: a)
The last two sentences of #4 are taken from a suggestion by Dean ':
H~ber. b) #6 is also from a suggestion by Huber. c} #7 is.the comm~~tee's suggestion to cover a gap when the AAUP statement 15 app led to current UNM leave-without-pay policy.
We regard the appeal
provi
·
· · t ies
·
·
sion as particularly necessary when political activi
are
involved.
2 · In response to our memorandum of November 1969 sent to
l
a 1 ?NM faculty, we heard directly from 14 faculty. Eleve~ of those
~~~Vlded some form of written replyi this material, inclu~ing a sumY, .accompanies this report. Two main points characterize fa7ulty
~~ac~ion: the informal policy requiring resignation should be ~isa ~inued and the AAUP guidelines should be adopted as the basis of
M policy.

discu
3. At the request of the Ad Hoc committee, its ch~i:man
acti·v~ 5t 7d past and current UNM practices toward faculty political . ,
.
.
sug l. ies w1.· th the University
Secretary, J o h n N• ourrie · At. Durrie
P
.s
denfe;tion, ~h 7 chairman also discussed these matters with Vice resior Administration, Sherman E. Smith.
f

4
In making its recommendations, the committee sought to
Ollow th •
ese principles:

favor
a. Political activity by faculty should neit~~~ b:xtracur .ed nor disfavored as compared with ot~er ~ypes of fac hr hl
ricular activity. Such activity is valid, in some cases ig y
-2-

desirable, and requests for release time and leaves-withou -p y
hould fall within the general policy on these matters.
b. Our recommendations should be equitable
nd the individual faculty member.
c.

o bo h

Our recommendations should not be contrary to l

We have not sought to prepare a legal opin·on
we have Xeroxed sections of the state statutes that per in
incompatibility of holding legislative and other stat offic
i ultaneously. That section, previous opinions of the univ rsi y coun
and the state attorney-general, and the policy of the Albuqu
u
Public Schools are attached to this report. The Facul y Policy Co ~ttee may wish to have the university counsel examin
tlons as they proceed through various stages of approv 1
cation. (Notice that public school teachers are consid r
employees of local government bodies, not state employ
.)
5.

6. In a similar way, the Faculty Policy comm · t
to c~nsult with the UNM Regents' committee on Legisl tiv
Affairs as our recommendations are evaluated •

m

Y

nd S

. . 7. Ultimately, it is probably desirable to int gr
political activities into the general policy on 1 v
nd
tl.J'ne. Hopefully, this would abbreviate the length of th to 1
statement. We have not tried to do this since it
11 b Y nd
purview of our committee . Moreover, to have done that would h v
layed our report , which we believe should be acted u on promptly.

0~

8. We have not made detailed recommendations, al
iscussed several actual as well as hypothetical, c
det ai' l s must be worked out
'
·
Th
as specific problems arise.
the.process is the relation between individual facul Y nd
chairmen and deans. Within that context, questions of rele
re probably more common than those of leaves-without-p Y·

8

9. Finally, we have discovered that the le~ve policy i
often ~pplied to staff. If that is to be the case with our r co ndations, we suggest that representatives of the staff b 7on
fore the recommendations become effective for staff. P r~i7ul
s the University is increasing l y involved in commu ity cti ti
~~9 ·, .through ISRAD, staff may be faced with more fr quent occ
1 which these questions arise. Perhaps, arran~ements sh~uld
pored to protect staff from being intimidated into b coming involved politically.
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March 3, 1970
REPORT OF THE CURRICULA COMMITTEE IN REGARD TO ROTC PROGRAMS AT UNM

Preamble
On September 23, 1969, the Faculty adopted the recommendations

of the Ad Hoc Committee for the Review of the Role of ROTC at t h e
University of New Mexico with the stipulation that the Curricula
Committee be charged with periodic review of the ROTC curricula. 1
In a memo dated October 1, 1969, the Academic Vice President ask ed
the Curricula Committee to institute the review called for in the

above-mentioned recommendations.

Pursuant to this request, the

Curricula Committee has reviewed the programs and course materials
of the Naval and Air ROTC Programs at the University of New Mexico
in consultation with the staff of those programs and with the
Academic Vice President.
In general, the Committee finds that the status of these programs, rather than the course material, is what constitutes the major
source of concern in regard to them.

Specifically, questions of

status include:
(1) the sources of the prescribed curricula and course material~
(2)

the status of the instructional staff: and

(3)

the status of the students enrolled in the programs.

The courses themselves appear to be acceptable as courses in applied
science, so long as they maintain academic quality.
Therefore, the curricula committee addressed itself to the
questions of status as being in the larger sense inevitably connected
w~th any evaluation of the courses and course materials.

Our find-

ings 'conclusions, and recommendations fo 11ow .
p·

-!.ruli,ngs and Conclusions
l·

· ls ·
Re Programs o f study and course Ma t eria

so far as the

subject matter and materials of ROTC courses are concerned, the

7
committee finds no reason for disallowing academic credit.

However,

unlike other programs at the University, the programs of study and
the selection of textbooks do not originate on this campus, but
rather in national military offices responsible for the respective
programs.

Although there is evidence of considerable latitude in the

use of material in local programs, both in regard to the supplementary readings assigned and the manner of presentation, it would
clearly be more in keeping with normal academic practices if the
programs originated on campus.
2.

Re Status of Instructional Staff.

The fact that the in-

structors in the ROTC Departments are men in active military service
and consequently subject to military orders places them in a condition different from any other members of the instructional staff.
Since they are normally subject to being moved on order after a
usual three-year period at one school, they do not have the opportunity to enter into the academic community under the rules of appointment, probation, and advancement in rank which applies to the regular staff.

Since, however, recommendation B of the Ad Hoc Committee

Report addressed itself to the question of appointment by calling
for "appointment procedures for the Professor of Naval Science and
the Professor of Aerospace studies similar to those followed in the
appointment of academic deans" including "a search for a qualified
Person or persons, and . • . personal interviews on campus," and
since this recommendation is now presumed to be in operation, the
Problem of appointment is somewhat alleviated.

Nevertheless, the

question of non-academic status for ROTC instructors still remains
an issue.
·
The most effective way of solving this issue, in the
0

.

Pinion of the Curricula Committee, would be to utilize civilian
-2-

(non-military) instructors in these programs.

The Committee is

gratified to note that the national offices responsible for ROTC
programs appear to be moving in this direction.2
3.

Re Status of Enrollees.

First, we should remember t h a t al l

ROTC programs at UNM are on a voluntary basis.

Second, the stat us

of the enrollee depends to some degree upon the particular program
in which he is enrolled. 3

Nevertheless, the student, once enrolled ,

1s subject to a restriction upon his freedom to withdraw from these

programs which is different from his freedom to withdraw from oth er
academic programs.

Specifically, in his last two years of enroll-

ment, he may be called to active duty in an enlisted status i f h e i s
"disenrolled" from the program either for willful failure to complete the programs or as disciplinary action.

While the Curricula

Committee stresses that it finds no abuse of this administrative
power by ROTC officials at UNM, it should be noted that student s ma y
find the threat of a military "call-up" an unusual restriction upon
their academic freedom as compared to the academic freedom held by
non-ROTC students.

Despite the liberal interpretation of the en-

forced enlistment regulation, it is the opinion of the Curricula
Committee
·
' ' . d
that this control over student status should be minimize·
.R..ecommenda tions
In view of the foregoing findings and conclusions, the Curricula Committee wishes to make the following recommendations:
1•

ROTC courses which receive academic credit should be taught

by civilian instructors holding academic appointments, and co-assigned to another university unit. 4
2.

Academic titles for all ROTC instructors should be elimi-

nated except for those holding regular appointments in another
u .

niversity unit.
-3-

3.

If a student is disenrolled for whatever reason from an

ROTC program, his only responsibility should be that of repayment of

funds received from the Federal Government.
4.

The Department of Defense should be asked to reimburse the

University for the full cost of the ROTC programs.
lR

.
ecornmendations
C and D of the Ad Hoc committee Report are:
C. This committee (the Ad Hoc Committee) has not concerned itself
with the details of the curricula of the ROTC units, but it
recommends that the Office of the Academic Vice President
establish procedures for a periodic review of these curricula
as the colleges review the curricula of their constituent departments. This review should be conducted with faculty consultation, including both ROTC and non-ROTC faculty.
D. If the Faculty and Regents approve the above recommendations,
we trust that satisfactory progress toward instituting these
procedures will be apparent by the end of the first semester,
1~69-70. We therefore recommend that the Faculty Policy Committee make a report to the Faculty concerning such progress
at the first general Faculty meeting in the second semester,
1~69-70. If no progress has been made by that time, this committee recommends that a committee of faculty, students, and
a~ministration be constituted by the Faculty to consider possible removal of academic credit for courses in military
training and education beginning with the incoming freshman
class of 1971
O~ motion of Profes~or Cottrell Chairman of the Faculty Policy Committee, the charge for the revi~w of the ROTC curricula was assigned
to the Curricula Committee rather than the Policy Committee.

2

The program in Naval Science for example, has just been revised to
replace courses previously ta~ght by Navy personnel with others from
~egular University departments. In the words of a manual.i~sued by
dhe. Bureau of Naval Personnel in May 1968: "The Navy specifically
esir7s further that civilian faculty members teach these courses
(American Military Affairs and National Security Policy), and that
the courses be university catalog courses wherever possible." At
~M, the Naval Science program now uses History 375 (Military ~is~f the United States) and Political Science 2?3 (Internati~nal
itics: Basic Factors) for this part of the requirement. It is
cone eivable
·
·
·
that other courses such as "Naval Organization
an d
Manag
'
·
H
ement, " could be replaced by some regular course in man ag e men t ·
cowever, it does not appear practical at this time to expect s':1ch .,
"ourses as "Naval Ships Systems " "Navigation and Naval Operations,
t Naval Weapons Systems " or "Am~hibious warfare .. to be turned over
s~ non-military facult~. Eventually, it may be possible to staff
flch courses with retired military personnel who could bec?me fullcoedged.faculty members. Need would still, no doubt, remain for a
1·~anding officer in active service to correlate the wo~k, .ac~ as
iaison with the military offices, and officiate at commiss1on1ngs

P~I~
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3The Naval program has two options, called the "Regular Pro ram ,"
nd the "Contract Program. " In the first case, the enroll
r ceives his books, tuition, fees, uniforms, and a fifty ollars
r
onth allowance for four years of college. He wins his a signm n
1n a national competition each year and normally star s hi
9 a
in his freshman year.
Those in the Contract Program similarly fol ow
the curriculum for four yea rs, but they do not receiv e p
nt or
their tuition or fees, nor for their non-Naval te xtbooks , an thy
only have the fifty dollar allO\>!ance during the last t,o
There is no national competition for this program.
The Air Force has only a two-year program at UNM, and i s nroll
receive money during these two years for the same item a in h
aval Contract Program, including the fifty dollar per month
allowance for a maximum of 20 months.
The speed with which we can move toward use of an
facul ty depends on renegotiating contracts wi h th
ent. This recommendation, therefore, is set forth
whic~ ~o move.
It does not appear to be an unre li
of s1.m1.lar demands made by other univ r:J ·
s.

-5-
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~:MORANDUM

From :
To:

Commandin~ Officer, NROTC Unit, University of New Mexico
University of New ~exico Faculty

fubj ·

Report of the Curricula Committee in regard to ROTC
Programs at University of New J1exico dated 2 February 1970

It is requestec the faculty consider the matter presented in the
following paragraphs in connection with their action on the subject
report.

1.

2. The faculty on 23 September 1969 by a vote of 128 to 52 approved
the report of the Ad l!oc Committee for the Review of the Role of
~OTC at the University of New Mexico. By this action the faculty
in effect provided for the continuation of ROTC at UNM. Certain
faculty response to the Curricula Committee report, however, could
:esult in an unintended reversal of the forep.oing position . There
18 the possibility that with approval of the recommendations of
the subject report (or modifications thereof that mip.ht present
additional req~irements), there then might be demanded a situation
on camrus which the tlavy would find so unacceptable that the NROTC
unit would have to be phased out at this university.
3 · The Navy with considerable regret is phasin~ out tl:e NROTC units
at Brown, Columbia, Dartmouth, Harvard and Tufts, largely because
of host institution actions or demands that simply co~ld not be
ac~epted by the Navy. A similar phase-out of the NROTC unit at this
~niversi t y can certainly be avoided if the faculty will only present
its desires as proposals subject to some degree of orderlv negotiatior
rather that as demands to be instantly met.
4• The NROTC program has undergone significant change in recent
years. Further changes are certain. For example, this past s~mer
a committee of distinguished educators and senior military officers
wa~ appointed by the Secretary of Defense for the purpose of examining existing ROTC programs and their relationships with each other,
with host institutions and with the academic conununity. Changes to
ROTC programs are being implemented as a result of the Secretary of
Defense having approved 20 of the 21 recommendations made by this
committee.
5 · The first recommendation of the Curricula Committee is that
''ROTC courses which receive academic credit shoulcl. be taught by
civilian instructors holdinp. academic appointments, anc co-assigned
to another university unit."

Th2 Navy can wod· toward 2 p,oal such as th at expr essed acove .
The frequent contact between student Rnd ~ctive- du t y inst ruct or,
however~ is extremely important to maintaining and buildinR motiv-ition : should the classroom contact between student and active duty
instructor bz e liminated by reason of Naval Science courses being
taught by the civilian fnculty, it would then be most important
that some additional weekly lab/drill/seminar schedule be c?.ttcnmtccl .
E. The second recommendation of the Curricula Connn.ittee is thAt
''a,cademic titles for all ROTC instructors should be eliminated
except for those holding regular appointments in another univ rsity
unit . "
The ROTC Vitalization Act of 1964 contains r ather orecis
lanpuage to the effect that t he commanding officer is to hRvc the
rank of rrofessor. A recent interpretation by the Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Manpower and Reserve Affc1.irs), ho rever, has
permitted the use of titles other than professor provid <l the offi er
concerned enjoys the professional prerogatives involv din the rank
of professor. Thus the way would seem clear to respond to this
r e commendation of the Curricula Committee without being in viol tion
?f the law, providing that the various professional prero~~tiv s
involved in the rank of professor are not lost to the commRn<lin ,
officer .
·
7. The thirrl r e commendation of the Curricula Committee is that
"if a student is disenrolled for whatever reason from an ROTC proeram,
his only responsibility should be t hat of repayment of funds rece iv d
from the Federal Government. "
Present law permits the Navy practice of calling t~ activ ~uty
under certain circumstances a member of the unit fo r willful failu c
0 l ,.1.1-r
to honor the terms of his voluntary contrac t with t he avy •
or regulation nov exists which requires or permits the proced~res
described in the reconnnendation. Such law is a possibili ty ; its
i mpact on recruitment and retention cannot be accur ~tely pr dieted
at this time .
8· The fourth recommendation of the Curricula Committee is that
·the Department of Defense should be asked to reimburse the Universit y
for the full cost of the ROTC programs. "

11

The Benson committee (see paragraph 4 , above) mede a similAr
r ecommendation. This was the single recommendation not a proved.by
the Secretary of Defense who at the time deferred judgment pending
further study to detenni~e the level of ROTC institutiona; costs.
This study is well underway and further r esponse by the ·J ecretary
of Defense to the recommend;tion should be forthcoming in the near
future .

K. B. BROWN
2
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